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Ti-1E NEED FOR

BROADER PERSPECTIVE

IN UNDERSTANDNG

ANNE FRANK'S MARy
by joc1 S. Fishman, Ph.D.,
Consultant to the Martyrs Memorial
and Museum of the Holocaust

In September 1950 a group of leading Europcan historians convened in Amsterdam to discuss
some of the problems of writing the history of the Second World War.' At this gathering one
of the major speakers was the distinguished British historian Arnold J. Toynbee. Toynbee ob-

served that the great historians writing in Greeknainely Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon,
Josephus, and Procopiuswrote about their own times. Discussing the dynamics of mriting about
the recent past, Toynbee pointed to the impact and lasting effect left by the first generation of
historians.

. . . it is rather difficult for later generations to escape the first impression [given] to
some [historical] period . . . by contemporary historians . . . lt is very difficult to be
sufficiently on our guard against the patterns [created] for us by our predecessors.2

Toynbee was referring primarily to works of academic scholarship. He did not know, and
could not know, that a young Jewish girl, hiding in Amsterdam and in fear for her life, had written
a diary which would shape the view of millions as to the meaning of the Second World War, the
Holocaust, and the history of the Netherlands under German occupation.' Yet Toynbeewas basi-
cally correct. Today we must come to terms with Anne Frank's accountthe best known primary
source of its generationalong with her legend which has assumed a life of its own.

The contemporary Dutch journalist Elma Verhey writes [Anne Frank and the Dutch Myth] in
this volume that Anne Franks view of the world was limited by the confines of the world in which
she lived: "On Monday morning, July 6th, 1942, the door of Prinsengracht 463 was closed," and
with this "her view of the outside world".4

Anne wrote faithfully and movingly about her first-hand experiences in hiding; about her
relationships with her family and those with whom she shared her life in hiding; and particularly
about her own personal development. Although her experience during wartime was limited, so,
too, for that matter, were the first-hand accounts of many contemporary adults who endured the
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hardships of war in other corners of occupied Europe.

What makes Tbe Diary of Anne Frank special from a historical point of view is thatfor at
least two generationsit helped form the views of millions of readers, movie audiences and theater
goers. The Diary has become one of the main sources for propagating the optimistic and positive
image of thc Netherlands as a country which had "done the right thing"rising en masse against
the German opprcssor and hiding their fellow Jewish citizcns at risk to their lives. .

In Holland, if Anne Frank's teenage view of the outside world was primarily limited to cramped
quarters, the reality which she could not have known was far more complicated' Some scholars are
now coming to recognize contradictions in the historical record in Holland. Yet for reasons of
expedience, at best, these contradictions have rarely, if ever, been publicly challenged by those
with the responsibility to do so.

Anne Frank was a sincere and honest chronicler of her personal experiences, and her Diary
is a remarkable document recognized by many as one of the great first-person accounts of-all time.
She was a remarkable young woman. On the other hand, some regard it as unfair, ora dubious
undertaking, to misuse The Diary of Anne Frank to convey the type of information which should be
found in a general history of the Netherlands under the German occupation, or to substitute the
Anne Frank text for a history of the destruction of Dutch Jewry.

To appreciate the diary we must place it in its historical context. We must understand the
political conditions in the prewar Netherlands . . . we must understand the local Jewish community
which generally felt secure in Holland . . . we must consider the matters of resistance and collabo-
ration . . . and the Jewish community's postwar struggle to reestablish itself.

Since we now have the benefit of new scholarship to help us grasp the historical context in
which Anne Frank wrote, we must make the effort to use itto improve our perspective of recent
history and of the present.

ENDNOTES
' World War II in the West, The Netherlands State Institute for War Documentation, Amsterdam,
September 5-9, 1950.

Arnold J. Toynbee, Contemporary History as a Scientific Problem. General Session, September
5th, 1950. ibid., p.3.

David Barnouw and Gerold van der Stroom, The Diary of Anne Frank, The Critical Edition (trs.
Arnold J. Pomerans and B. M. Mooyaart-Doubleday) New York: Doubleday, 1986.

Elma Verhey, Anne Frank and the Dutch myth, in this volume.

See particularly G. Hirschfeld, Nazi Rule and Dutch Collaboration: The Netherlands under German

Occupation. (tr. Louise Willmot) New York: St. Martin's Press, 1982.
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THE UNIQUENESS

OF THE
HOLOCAUST
by Alex Grobman, Ph.D.,
Director, Martyrs Memorial and Museum of the Holocausts

In ever larger numbers, states throughout the country are mandating that the history of the
Holocaust be taught in public schools. At the same time, an increasing number of parochial
and private schools are also teaching the subject. An important reason for this emphasis in thc

schools, in addition to the enormity of the event itself, is the historical uniqueness of the Holo-
caust.

A key objective of this essay is to overcome a tendency to equate the Holocaust with other
modern tragedies. This is not to disparage the horror and tragedy or the scope of other nightmarish
eventssome persisting today because of the failure to learn from the lessons of the Holocaust
but to clarify distinctions. By equating the destruction of the Jews of Europe with other events
such as the bombing of Hiroshima, the treatment of Native Americans by the United States_gov-
ernment, the institution of slavery in America, the deportation and incarceration ofJapanese Ameri-
cans in American concentration camps during the Second World War, the Armenian tragedy of
1915-1917, and the mass murders in Cambodia, Rwanda, the former Yugoslavia, and elsewhere
we view everything on the same level as the Holocaust. However, to do so is historically mislead-
ing, for it distorts the historical reality of both the Shoah (Hebrew term for Holocaust) and these
other crimes, and in the end, trivializes the importance of this unprecedented and unparalleled
event in modern history, and minimizes the experiences of all those who suffered.

In August 1945, when the United States dropped the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima,
Japan, 130,000 people were either killed, injured, or could not be found. About 75,000 suffered the
same fate when the Americans dropped a second bomb on Nagasaki. But the United States never
intended to destroy the Japanese people. They wanted to demonstrate America's superior military
strength which they hoped would persuade the Japanese to surrender so the killing would end. ' As
soon as the Japanese surrendered, the Americans ceased their attack. With the Nazis, the mass

Ell
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destruction began after the victims had surrendered.'

From the eighteenth to the twentieth century, thc United States pursued an exploitative,
self-serving, and heartless policy toward the American Indians. These policies wreaked havoc with
their traditional way of life. Nevertheless, the American iovernment never expressed, advocated,
or initiatcd any official decree to destroy all the Indians. The Indian population declined signifi-
cantly between 1781 and 1900, hut these deaths resulted primarily from pandemic disease first
brought to the New World by the Europeans and carried westward by waves of migration and by
missionaries. Though this decline was undoubtedly assisted by organized and spontaneous acts of
aggression, the American government never adopted a policy of genocide. Indeed, the official
government policythe removal of the Indian population and later placing of them on reserva-
tionswas intendecho maintain the Indian peoples from extinction, no matter how wretched and
brutal the conditions under which they were then forced to live.'

White Americans imported African slaves to the United States so they would have cheap
labor with which to exploit the vast natural resources of America and to farm sugar, cotton, and
other cash crops. The slaves were not treated humanely, but their owners had wvested economic
and utilitarian interest in keeping them alive to work and procreate. Killing them would have de-
feated the very purpose for which they were brought to the United States. That the American
government acquiesced in the exploitation of human beings in this manner is a blight on the
nation, but the government did fight a war against its own citizens to free them.*

When President Franklin D. Roosevelt issued Executive Order No. 9066 on February 19,
1942, he set in motion a process resulting in the deportation and incarceration of almost 120,000
persons of Japanese descent, two thirds of whom were American citizens. Included were men,
women, and children who were sent to concentration camps and U.S. Justice Department Intern-
ment Camps located in California, Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Colorado, Wyoming, and Arkansas. Some
were imprisoned for up to three and a half years. They sustained enormous financial losses, from
which few eiiT recovered. The psychological trauma will remain with them for the rest of their
lives and probaLly will be felt for generations to come by Americans of Japanese descent. The
insidious and unprecedented use of race, of collective guilt, by the United States government against
its own citizens should serve as a warning. Nevertheless, though it incarcerated the Japanese on the
grounds of national security, the American government never officially planned to murder these
people individually or as a group nor to use them for slave labor, for medical experiments, or even
as scapegoats for the ills of society at home.5

On August 22, 1939, several days before Hitler launched his attack on Poland, he implored
his military leaders to show no mercy toward those who stood in his way. "I have placed my death-
head formations in readiness . . . with ordeis to them to send to death mercilessly and without
compassion, men, women and children of Polish derivation and language. Only thus shall we gain

131
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the living space [Lebensraum] that we need. Who, after all, speaks today of the annihilation of the
Armenians?"6

Betw(cn 1915 and 1917, the Turkish government conducted a brutal campaign to deport
Armenians from Turkey, which resulted in the slaughter of froin 550,000 to 800,000 out of a popu-
lation of 1.5 to 1.7 million. This translates into a loss of from 32 to 53.2 percent.' However,
although Hitler took comfort from the failure of the West to remember the massacre of the Arme-
nians, this does not mean that the Holocaust and the Armenian tragedy are similar historical events.
The Turks were driven by "extreme nationalism and religious fanaticism." They wanted to establish
a "new order" in Turkey, and the Armenian population was in the way. This was a situation of
competing nationalismsa collision between Armenians and Turks, between Christians and Mus-
lims. To achieve this new national order, the Turks had to remove the Armenians and did great
violence to the Armenian people in the process.

But the Turks did not view the Armenians as a satanic or biological threat to themselves or
the world. Although they referred to Armenians as a race, thc Turks accepted those who amverted
to Islam and did not harm them. Moreover, Armenians were not killed everywhere, particularly not
in the Turkish capitol of Istanbul, where thousands sought refuge and survived the dr. Once the
Armenian nationalist threat had been thwarted, the Turks no longer felt a need to kill them.8

During the Marxist regime of Pol Pot in Cambodia/Kampuchea, 2.5 million people out of
about 7.3 million were forced to resettle under the most brutal conditions. Singled out for special
treatment were the military and the cultural, religious, and intellectual elites of the country. How-
ever, none of these groups were marked out for complete annihilation. Other examples of large-
scale migrations and the destruction of culture include the tribal conflict that led to the persecution
and removal of the Asian community in Uganda by Idi Amin; the attack against the intellectuals
and Buddhist monks in Tibet by the Chinese; and the oppression and exile of the Chinese minori-
ties to different areas of Asia. In all these Asian cases mentioned, there had been an attempt to
create a pure communist state; and in all these instances the governments in power allowed for
conversion to the new reigning ideology. No groups were marked for complete destruction.9

All historical events are not of the same magnitude. But this is not a contest to see which
group suffered the most or sustained the greatest numerical losses. Distinguishing between differ-
ent historical events does not, and should not, lessen or demean the suffering of others. Out of the
15-17 million Jews alive in the world in 1939, six million or about 40 percent, were annihilated.
Counting only the Jews of Europe, the percentage is about 65 percent. In Lithuania, Poland, and
Holland the percentages were 95-96, 92, and 80 respectively. When we contrast this with other
tragedies such as the estimated 20 million Soviet citizens between 1929 and 1939 who died in
Stalinist Russia, and the 34 to 62 million killed during the Chinese civil war of the 1930s and 1940s
when Chiang Kai-Shek and Mao Tse-tung fought for control of China, we see that thc rate of

1 0
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death surpasses the Holocaust by a factor of at least 3. But these people died under far different
circumstances which are not comparable to those of the Holocaust.'0

When Joseph Stalin killed millions of his fellow citizens, he did not murder all of the indi-
viduals of any one group. Among his many targets were individual academics, aristocrats, party and
military officials, peasants, Ukrainians, and Jews who resisted his efforts to modernize and revolu-
tionize the Soviet Union. His assault on the kulaks was intended primarily to force them onto
collective farms as part of the collectivization of agriculture rather than to kill them. Stalin wanted
to industrialize the country in the shortest period of time and to force collectivization upon the
peasants. If this meant that millions of people would die in the process, thatwas the price the nation
had to pay. In the Chinese civil war, the numbers include military and civilian casualties, but there
was no genocidal intent."

If we are to learn from history, we must be concerned about objective truth, with transmit-
ting what actually transpired and not allowing those with their own particular agenda to obscure
our understanding of what occurred. Every atrocity, every injustice in contemporary society does
not have to be a Holocaust for it to be worthy of our deep concern and response.,

The Holocaust has become the event by which we measure all other atrocities. Why?
Because for the first time in history we have an entire groupthe Jewswhere every man, woman,
and child was intentionally singled out by a state for total destruction. This has never happened
before either to Jews or to any other group. Previously, Jews could convert to Christianity, flee for
their lives, or remain in their cities and towns, hoping to prevail by using survival techniques that
had sustained them throughout much of Jewish history.'2 Once the Nazi regime decided to annihi-
late the Jewish people, these were no longer alternatives.

When we refer to the Holocaust, we mean the systematic bureaucratically administered
destruction by the Nazis and their collaborators of six million Jews during the Second World War
people found "guilty" only because theywere viewed inaccurately as a racc. The Nazi state orches-
trated the attempted mass murder of every person with at least three Jewish grandparents."

Every primary social, religious, and political institution in Germany was involved in the
process of destruction. This included the bureaucrats who were all too often more concerned with
their own careers than with the plight of those they were sending off to be killed. Others involved
in this system were the lawyers who enacted legislation depriving German Jews of their civil and
property rights; the judges who ensured that these laws were binding; the military and the police
who enforced these and other regulations and orders against the Jews; the railroad workers who
transported the Jews to theii .1.!ath; the intellectuals, teachers, andscientists who gave legitimacy
to the pseudoscientific theories serving as the foundation of Nazi ideology and practice; the stu-
dents who rarely challenged their teacEers and professors; the architects and engineers who de-

ii
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signed and built the extermination camps; the physicians who were involved in thc euthanasia
program and later conducted medical experiments on human beings; the physicians who failed to
speak out:against these inhuman practices; thc business community which supported Hitler once
they recognized the huge profits that Jewish slave labor could provide; and the churches that were
generally passive, or, if they protested, did so on behalf of Jews who had converted to Christian-
itybut rarely protested on behalf of the Jews in generaland did not see their speaking out as a
moral imperative regardless of what the consequences might be.

The Nazis also annihilated a minimum of 300,000 Gypsies and many thousands of others:
the physically and mentally disabled, homosexuals, Jehovah's Witnesses, socialists, communists,
trade unionists, and political and religious dissidents.

None of these groups, however, were the primary target of the Nazisnot the mentally
disabled, who were killed in the euthanasia centers in Germany (here it is to be noted that the Nazis
did not export this program to the civilian populations outside the Reich); not the homosexuals,
who were regarded as social deviants but for whom the Nazis did not have a consistent policy
(homosexuals were persecuted only in the Reich and in areas annexed to it but not in countries the
Germans occupied); not the Gypsies, who were partly seen as "asocial" aliens and Aryans within
society and therefore did not have to be annihilated completely; and not the Jehovah's Witnesses,
who had refused to swear allegiance to Hitler and who declined to serve in the German army, but
who were not marked for extinction; in fact, only a small number were incarcerated in the camps,
and most of them were German nationals. The Nazis also did not single out every socialist, commu-
nist, trade unionist, or dissidentjust those they perceived as a threat to the Reich. The Jews alone
were the primary target of the Nazis.''

Why the .Iews? To the Nazis, they were a satanic force that supposedly ruled the world
through their control of Wall Street and the communist regime in the Soviet Union. A sophisti-
cated individual would probably have recognized the inconsistency of this logic as well as the false
assertion that Jews are a separate race. Yet, however simplistic, for the common German, and later
for the rest of Europe, this absurd claim served as a useful rationalization. Sadly, there are people
throughout the world who still subscribe to this and like myths.

Believing in all sorts of pseudoscientific and racial nonsense, the Nazis saw the Jews as a
cancer, a dangerous virus, a bacillus that, if left unchecked, would allow the Jews to dominate the
world completely." In 1942, Hitler told Heinrich Himmler, head of the SS, that 'The discovery of
the Jewish virus is one of the greatest revolutions that has taken place in the world; the battle in
which we are engaged today is one of the same sort as the battle waged, during the last century, by
[Louis] Pasteur and [Robert] Koch. How many diseases have their origin in the Jewish virus! . . . We
shall regain our health only by eliminating the Jew. ,..verything has a cause; nothing comes by
chance."'

Ell
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Hitler believed that the Jews, through miscegenation, were race polluters whose aim was to
obliterate the white race: With every means he tries to destroy the racial foundations of the people
he has set out to subjugate. Just as he himself systematically ruins women and girls, he does not
shrink back from pulling down the blood barriers of others, even on a large scale. It was and it is the
Jews who bring the Negroes into the Rhineland, always with the same secret thought and clear aim
of ruining the hated white race by the necessarily resulting bastardization, throwing it down from
its cultural and political height, and himself rising to be its master." 17

Failure to confront the Jcw would spell disaster for the human race, Hitler thought, as the
following excerpt from Mein Kampf shows: "lf, with the help of his Marxist creed, the jew is victori-
ous over the other peoples of the world, his crown will be the funeral wreath of humanity and this
planet will, as it did thousands of years ago, move through the ether devoid of men . . . . by defend-
ing myself against the Jew, I am fighting the work of the Lord." In other words, as Steven Katz has
noted, the "Holocaust was intendedas, and received its enormous power from, the fact that it aimed
at restructuring the cosmos anewnow without 'the Jews."9 Those who understood national
socialism as "nothing more than a political movement," Hitler rightly observed, 'know scarcely
anything of it. It is more than a religion: it is the will to create mankind anew.T"--

This abiding obsession with destroying the Jewish people can also be seen in Hitler's Politi-
cal Tes'eament. In his last communication with the German people, written on April 29, 1945, at 4
a.m. just before he and his mistress Eva Braun committed suicide, Hitler declared that "Above all I
charge the leadership of the nation and their followers with the strict observance of the racial laws
and with merciless resistance against the universal poisoners of all peoples, international Jewry." 21

"It is," as Katz has argued, "this unconstrained, ideologically driven imperative that every Jew
be murdered that distinguishes" [the Holocaust] "from prior and to date subsequent; however
inhumane, acts of collective violence, ethnocide, and mass murder."'" No longer did thc Jews have
thc option to convert to Christianity and escape being killed. As long as the Nazis viewed them a
separate race, the Jews were destined for extinction. Nothing the Jews could do would change that.

When the Nazis attacked the Soviet Union in June 1941, they did so not only for political
and strategic reasons but also for the eradication of their mortal enemythe Jews." They pursued
this ideological war even when it meant diverting resources from their troops at the front. When
the need for trains to transport soldiers and supplies conflicted with the requirement to transport
Jews to the extermination camps, both received equal consideration. In June 1942, the Germans
were preparing a new summer offensive in southern Russia, to which they were committing all of
their 266 reserve divisions on the Eastern front. In preparation for the attack, a two-week ban on
civilian traffic had been declared. After Wilhelm Kruger, Himmler's top agent in Poland, objected
to the head of the railroad authority about this arrangement, they reached an agreement whereby
some civilian transports would be permitted during this period. Himmler felt this was inadequate,

1 3
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so he intervened, leaving no doubt that regardless of the military needs the "Jewish problem" was
still of the highest priority. As a result, from July 22 a train containing 5,000 Jews left Warsaw for
Treblinka each day. In addition, twice a week a train containing 5,000 Jews from Przemysl left for
Belzec.24

During the following winter, the position of the German military began to deteriorate. The
German troops who were besieging Stalingrad had been surrounded by the Red Army. To break
through the Russian lines, the Germans sent in a fresh Panzer division in mid-December. At the
same time, the Germans imposed a one-month ban on civilian railroad transport beginning on
December 15, 1942. Even after the ban ended, the disaster at Stalingrad requiredextensive rail
transport. But Himmler again intervened, this time on January 20, 1943, to ensure that trains were
available for moving Jews to the extermination camps.

From February 1943, trains were used to deport Jews from Berlin to Auschwitz and from the
Bialystock ghetto to Treblinka. By March, Jews from all over Europe were being transported to their
death. In July 1944, when the Germans were evacuating Greece and needed all available rail trans-
port, the deportation of the Jews remained on schedule.25

What the Nazis had planned for the other nations that came under their control is not clear,
in part because the Nazi leadership held differing attitudes towards them. What we do know is that
the Jews alone were marked for total annihilation. Those Gypsies who were considered racially
purethat is, Aryanswere for the most part spared in Germany even if they were "asocials"; those
who were viewed as racially impure criminals were not. Gypsies were condemned to a "selective
mass murder on a vast scale."26

The Slavic peoples were viewed as subhumans but were still regarded on a higher -level than
the Jews. Members of the Polish intelligentsia and the Polish Catholic priests in western Poland
were selected for eradication because, as leaders, they posed a potential threat to German political
domination. The rest of the Slavic community was to be subjugated and kept as a permanent
underclass as slaves. Their cultural, religious, and educational institutions were to be destroyed;
even so, they would be kept alive to help build the new Reich. Since the western nations were
viewed as Aryans, only those of mixed blood were considered for extermination.27

The Jews, during World War II, were the first victims of an all-out attempt at the physical
annihilation of a people, but there is no guarantee that such an effort will not be repeated against
some other group. ". . . The mere fact that every modern government possesses such power cannot
but alter the relations between those who govern and those who are governed. This power must
also aher the texture of foreign relations."28

In a very real sense, "Auschwitz has enlarged our conception of the state's capacity to do

1 4
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violence. A barrier has been overcome in what for millennia had been regarded as the permissible
limits of political action."29

Our continued interest and fascination with the Nazi period should keep us vigilant. "It is
entirely possible that this is the end that awaits many races and nationsmaybe all of them. And
the Jews will then prove to have been the first victim of this new experiment." The question re-
mains, Has "Auschwitz become an eternal warning or merely the first station on the road to thc
extermination of all races and the suicide of humanity"7"
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FRANKFURT AM MAIN, GERMANY Anne Frank was born here on June 12, 1929 and remained in this city through the
spring of 1933.

AACHEN, GERMANY Anne, her mother, and sister stayed here with Anne's grandmother from summer of 1933 through
beginning of 1934.

AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS Anne moved to Amsterdam in February, 1934.
WESTERBROOK, THE NETHERLANDS In August, 1944, Anne and her familywere sent to this concentration camp.
Anne stayed here until September 1944.

AUSCHWITZ-BIRKENAU, POLAND At the beginning of September 1944, Anne and her family wets taken by closed
tram to this concentration camp.

BERGEN.BELSEN, GERMANY Anne and her sister, Margot, were transferred here from Auschwitx-Berkenau at the end
of 1944.
BASEL, SWITZERLAND In 1933, Alice Frank-Stern, Anne's grandmother, moved here from Frankfurt am Main.
OSNABRUCK, GERMANY The Van Pels family, who hid in the Secret Annex with the Franks, lived here before fleeing
to Amsterdam in 1937.

The countries on this map were drawn with their 1939 boarders.
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ANNE

FRANK's

WORLD
by Elma Verhey
An author of three books, she writes for Vry Nederland, a Dutch
national weekly founded by the resistance in World War II

The time and place where Anne Frank was born, even if chosen, could hardly have been more
unlucky. Germany had lost the First World War, resulting in an enormous crisis of identity as
well as a disastrous economic breakdown. Millions of Germans were unemployed. ln Frank-

furt alone, where Anne lived, half the Jewish community lived beneath the poverty level.

Year by year, National Socialism continued to win a greater following while the idea grew
that the Jews were the cause of all this misery. And added to misery, there was fear. Because of the
Jews, Hitler and his followers charged, Germany would soon be trampled under the foot of com-
munist Russia.

The anti-Jewish sentiment in Germany must have come as an enormous shock to Otto
Frank, Anne's father. Firstly, he saw himself as a Germantviewed his Jewishness as only a second-
ary matter. This perspective resulted from his late 19th century liberal middle-class upbringing
which took place during the Golden Age of German Jewry. Ironically, modern German history is
not only dominated by the Shoah, the Holocaust. Jews also played a dominant role as famous
musicians, Painters, writers, politicians, philosophers, scientists and industrialists. Until the 1930s,
these Jews were widely admired and respected in Germany.

When Otto Frank was born in 1880 the last rcmnants of the ghetto of Frankfurt had just
been torn down.2 Up to the beginning of the 19th century, the Jews in Germany were forced to live
together in ghettos. They had no civil rights. They could marry only other Jews and were allowed
to practice only a small number of professions, mainly in the trades. Also, they were not permitted
to own land.

After hundreds of years of repression and persecution, the early 19th century finally brought
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ncw liberalism and civil rights for Jews. For most German Jews, leaving the ghetto meant the begin-
ning of their social and economic advancement. At the same time, this often meant a break with
Jewish traditions. In order to gain increased acceptance in the wider community, many Jews no
longer observed Jewish laws. They did not givetheir children any traditional first names, and sought
above all to be as little "Jewish" as possible to the outside world.

The grandparents of Otto Frank had chosen this approach. Wanting to be accepted by non-
Jews, they saw assimilation as the only possible way to build a solid and secure life in Germany.
Otto Frank and his brothers did not attend any Jewish schools, did not receive any Hebrew or
Jewish instruction, ar:CI did not celebrate their bar mitzvahs.' "At home" in Germany, they were
declared opponents of Zionism, the movement whichunder
the influence of nationalism, but also responding to rising
antisemitismadvocated a Jewish state.

In the 1920s and 1930s, Zionism in Germany gained a
following mostly among poor Eastern European Orthodox Jew-
ish refugees.' Many German Jews saw the arrival of thi: ortho-
dox groupwhich irritated the non-Jews because they lived
close together, spoke Yiddish, and wore traditional dressas a
threat to their own advancement in becoming part of the Ger-
man landscape. In the mid- 19th century Otto Frank's father,
Michael, was drawn to Frankfurt from a small town in the coun-
tryside. In Frankfurt, there was a large Jewish community en-
joying economic opportunity and where Michael found great
tolerance. Before the Second World War, Frankfurt had a Jew-
ish mayor and Jews had joined the city council. Proportion-
ately, more Jews were elected to the council than might have
been expected from their small numbers.
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Newlyweds Otto and Edith Frank
1925

Michael Frank made a fortune investing in businesses and finally set up his own bank. At the
beginning of the century the family moved to a villa in Westend, the rich modern section of Frank-
furt where about twenty percent of the inhabitants were Jewish. The family enjoyed a box at the
opera. The children went to the university, rode horses, played chamber music, and took luxurious
vacation trips. In all respects the Franks seemed the ideal family. For many German Jews they were
a successful model. Not only had the Franks gained economic and social advancement, hut they
also gained acceptance among wealthy non-Jews.

These favorable conditions for the Frank family continued during the First World War
At least in the beginning, the war didn't significantly changc this. Otto's mother volunteered as a
nurse, and Otto and his brothers fought at the Front. The Reichsverbund Juedischer Frontsoldaten
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(Union of Jewish Soldiers Serving at the Front) had 40,000 members, four times as many as the
Zionist movement. No one thought it unusual that a rabbi led prayers in an army uniform. To the
contrary,5 finally Jews were now in a position where they could prove how "German" they felt and
how positively they identified themselves as a part of the nation.

The First World War and the economic crisis which followed brought enormous losses for
the Frank family's bank.6 Neither Otto nor his brothers had shown interest in their father's business,
apparently viewing the "money business" too much as a "traditional Jewish occupation." The family
tried to salvage what could be saved, but without much success. In the mid-1920s Otto Frank lost
much of the family's capital in an effort to set up a branch of the bank in the Netherlands. In 1932
one of the Frank brothers was arrested on suspicion of stock market fraud. He did not wait for his
trial to begin, but fled to France. Soon after the scandal, the Bankgescbaeft Michael Frank closed its
doors in an infamous death, and the rest of the family also left the country.

Despite the difficult experience with the bank, Otto Frank still found it hard to make a clean
break and put Germany behind him. As one indication of Otto Frank's longing for the tolerant
middle-class society of his childhood, he neve: described his departure from Frankfurt as a "flight".
In later years, he said that he, personally, had never met a single antisemitt in prewar Germany.' Yet
not much remained of the Germany that Otto Frank once loved so much and still longed for. In
February, 1933, a few months before Anne's father decided to leave for the Netherlands, Adolf
Hitler had become Chancellor of the Reich. His fascist followers terrorized the streets. Existing
laws were simply brushed aside and political opponents were arrested and imprisoned in concentra-
tion camps.

In 1933, the first measures against Jews were taken. Jewish civil servants lost their jobs
lecturers, professors, lawyers, notaries, doctors . . . . The public was called upon not to buy from
Jews, and Jewish children were banished to separate Jewish schools. This was the destiny hanging
over the heads of Anne and her sister, Margot. For Otto Frank, who wanted to give his children a
liberal, non-Jewish upbringingthe type that he, himself, had receivedthe idea of separate Jew-
ish schools must have been a horror.

In August, 1933, when Otto Frank registered his name in the municipal records of Amsterdam,
emigration was still relatively easy. Germany was eager to be relieved of the Jews and encouraged
them to leave. Meanwhile the Netherlands had few restrictions on refugees, at least for people of
sufficient wealth who could proveif necessary with the help of the Dutch Jewish community
that they would not become a financial burden on the Dutch state.' As in most other countries,
those lacking money or support simply could not cross the border. Great numbers of German Jews
remained behind in Germany and ultimately met their end in the extermination camps. Some stayed
because they could not believe that Germanywhere for so many years Jews could count on toler-
ance and legal protectioncould now, in thc 1930s, descend to such barbarism. Others, whatever
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their fcars, staycd because they had no possibilities to flee abroad.

Otto Frank did not require the help of the Jewish community in thc Netherlands. His sister
and brother-in-law had fled earlier to Switzerland where the two set up a company to manufacture
aiid sell pectin, an ingredient used by housewives for making jam. After taking care of the formali-
ties and finding a place to live, Otto had his wife and two daughters join him. The daughters,
attending a non-Jewish modern school in a neighborhood which was progressive for its time, quickly
learned Dutch. It appeared that the Franks had adjusted well to the situation, but this was not
entirely correct.

The Frank family could not have been blind to the increasing anti-Jewish sentiment not
only in Germany but in the Netherlands, too, a country with one of the largest Nazi parties Europe.
Although in 1933 rich refugees had been able to enter the Netherlands rather easily, that changed
quickly. The Christian political parties in particular saw Hitler both as the man who wanted to
solve the "Jewish Question" in Germany and as the one who would thwart communism which was
being blamed for the ruination of the country. That Hitler offered to solve the Jewish .question,
apparently was of little interest to most Dutch or at least they minimized the problem.Qf primary
concern, the Netherlands (during a period of worldwide depression) was in a deep economic crisis.
Hundreds of thousands of Dutch families received a few guilders a week from the Dutch govern-
ment.

Even in the Jewish community in Hollandwhich had first responded positively to the
arrival of their German co-religioniststhere began to be worries and mixed feelings.9 Dutch
Jews, anticipating that the increased emigration would stimulate further antiscmitism, feared for
their own position. Although Jews had been tolerated and had never experienced serious persecu-
tion, there was still a degree of antiscmitism in the country. Centuries of Christian xeligious indoc-
trinationthat "the Jews had murdered Jesus Christ"had takcn its effect.

The economic crisis in Holland further pauperized many Jews who were already living
under poorer conditions than the non-Jews in the country. This group, especially, regarded the
incoming wealthy German Jews as competition. During the thirties more obstacles yet were cre-
ated to prevent Jews from entering the Netherlands. Refugees were refused work permits and estab-
lishing a business became nearly impossible. After 1938 thc border between Holland and Germany
was completely shut and German refugees were interned in camps. Yet this did not-lead to protests
by the local populationnot even from the Dutch Jews.

Westerbork was used by the Nazis as the most important transit camp for Jews on the way
to the extermination camps. The original residents of thc camp, the German Jews, were used to
dispatch transports in thc loathsome game of "divide and conquer", a practice the Nazis mastered to
perfection. Through this process, the relationships between German and Dutch Jews obviously
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worsened.

There was also a religious setting for thc tension between German and Dutch Jews.'° Eighty
percent of the Jews in Germany had belonged to the Reform movement, largely in response to their
need to be accepted and to become a part of the community. In the Netherlands, the Reform
movement had languished. Suddenly this began changing, with the strong influx of German Jews
who, especially in Amsterdam, quickly set the tom for the Reform Judaism. For the first time a fixed
location was found for religious services and a rabbi was hired. This displeased the Dutch Chief
Rabbinate which previously had refused to recognize the Reform movement. German Jews who
joined the Reform temple were even threatened by the Dutch Jewish community with the loss of
financial supporta frightening matter, since in the worst case this could result in the refugees
being expelled from the Netherlands."

Anne Frank's mother, Edith Hollander, must have suffered as a result of the religious con-
flict. As with Otto Frank, she, too, came from a wealthy,
prominent Jewish family. Although not brought up Ortho-
dox, her ties with Judaism were stronger than those of her
husband. At the request 4 her family, the wedding was
consecrated in the Reform Jewish synagogue of Achen, the
German city in which Edith lived. Although it appears that
she did not have much to do with Judaism in the first years
of her marriage, these new conditions changed her atti-
tude. Under the pressure of intensifying antisemitism, many
German Jews sought comfort and support together by join-
ing the Reform movement. This did not apply to Otto
Frank. Only after the war, When confronted with the disas-
trous consequences of the murdcr of so many Jews, would
he become interested in the Jewish religion. For a short
period he even became a member of the board of the Re-
form Jewish community in Amsterdam. He also overcame
his anti-Zionist feelings and visited Israel a few times. What
impact this visit had on him remains a question. Yet, as one
journalist observed, "It is obvious that it [Israel] did not
make his heart throb".

"Papa witb bis kids" Anne and Margot, 1930

In the 1930s, Otto Frank knew so little about Dutch-Jewish relationships that he tried to
register his family with the Orthodox community. To his surprise, he was told that he "would have
to have a new marriage ceremony"," since the Orthodox rabbinatc did not recognize the Reform
movement (including the one in Germany).
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For Edith Frank, as for a great many German Jews, the weekly visit to the.Reform synagogue
must have been an important social experience. Where her husband found contacts in his work,
through the children in school and through the neighborhood, she missed her family, friends and
acquaintances. She also missed the German language and culture." It was no accident that Otto
Frank hired a German-speaking staff for his firm ii the Netherlands. During his first years he must
have also wrestled with the Dutch language; yet, like most of the Jewish refugees, the Frank family
had few Dutch friends or acquaintances. From the perspective of the Jews of the timethe vast
majority of Dutch Jewry was poor to very poorthe Franks lived in a wealthy new neighborhood
with so many German refugees that in Amsterdam the joke went around that `'the conductor of
tramline eight also spoke Dutch".'s

Yet this remark was full of irony. The refugees were derisively called "chez nous", since in
their midst one so frequently heard the phrase: "bei uns zu Hause ist alles vicl besser".'6 [Everything
at home (Germany) is so much better]. To the Dutch, many refugees behaved arrogantly and had
made it abundantly clear that they definitely preferred Berlin or Frankfurt to the rigid, much less
polished Amsterdam. One liberal non-Jewish weekly even published a "code of behavior" for the
newcomers: "Do not speak German on the street . . . Do not attract attention.by speaking loudly
and dressing loudly.. . . Study and follow the ways of the land".17

In complete conformance with their own protected upbringing, Otto and Edith Frank kept
their children (as much as possible) away from everyday problems. Anne Frank lived in a relatively
undisturbed children's world full of little boy and girl friends, a world of petty quarrels and jealou-
sies, outings to the movie theater or ice cream parlor, and schoolgirl worry about thc report card
and her exterior appearance.

She began hcr diary on her thirteenth birthday. There were all sorts of gifts:books, money;
games, flowers. She gave a party, treated her classmates to the movies and brought cookies to
school. In today's terms, it does not seem exceptional. It was certainly not at all that "common"
before the war, and certainly not in July, 1942, by which timc the Nazis had already occupied the
Netherlands for two years.

Anne writes in one of her first letters to Kitty, her imaginary girlfriend, that Jews must wear
a star, may no longer use the tram, or go to the swimming pool, and that they must turn in their
bicycles and buy only at Jewish shops..However horrible these measures, they were but a small part
of the real drama already under way for two years under Nazi occupation. All Jewish civil servants
had been fired. Hundreds of Jews were molested. Roundups were carried out. Scores of people had
been killed, and about 150 Jewssometimes entire familieshad in desperatic n committed sui-
cide. This contributed to the demoralization of the other Jews.

Anne reported nothing about the difficult years of the 1930s in the Netherlands, about her
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trips to Germany up to 1939 to visit family and friends where the situation for Jews became increas-
ingly difficult. Just as Otto Frank said that before the war he had never met an antisemite in Ger-
many, so Anne Frank, protected by her middle class environment, would scarcely have understood
the kind of world in which she lived. How incomprehensibly great must have been her shock once
she fell in the hands of the Nazis? One witness who had been on the same deportation train as Anne
said that the Frank sisters had no idea of what was in store for them. With their knapsacks and their
beautiful.leisure clothes, they looked as if they were on their way "to a ski vacation"."

Anne Frank was crazy about her father. She lovingly called him "Pim". Of all the adults
described in her diary, he is the only one whom she finds "normal". The relationship with her
mothcr was poor. When Edith wanted to pray with her in hiding, Anne refused. She had no interest
in Jewish prayer and believed that her mother was trying to force "ultra-religious" behavior on her.
Ann rcads the New Testament, a present from her father. Otto wanted to give the bible to her on
Hanukkah, but Margot stopped him because she thought it inappropriate. Margot was attracted
more to her mother, went to synagogue with her, took Jewish lessons, and even dreamed of becom-
ing a nurse in Palestine.

By contrast, Anne wanted to go to Paris after the war and was angry about Peter who mocked
Jesus Christ. She seldom wrote about the Friday night sabbath observance (which was celebrated,
even in hiding),'9 and the diary mentions only perfunctorily one visit to the synagogue. During her
years in hiding Anne prays with increasing frequency, but the God to whom she prays is an ecu-
menical Greater Being who must care for peace in the world and must free her from her anxiety. Just
as Otto Frank was the product of his upbringing, so Anne appears especially to have adopted his
ideas about religion. Also, in Anne's idealistic, apolitical view of the world we find the 19th century
tolerance of the middle-class society to which Otto Frank longcd to return.

Otto, the only surviving member of the Frank family, never corrected his daughter's diary.
He confirmed a picture of Anne holding only a limited view of what went on in thc outside world
while she wrote lyrically about Dutchmen helping the Jews. In interviews," he told little or nothing
about the difficulties facing Jews in the 1930s, about the extremely high number of Jewish victims
in the Netherlands, about Dutchmen who in great numbers voluntarily entered the SS, who helped
with the roundups, or those who, for example, betrayed the Frank family. Otto Frank preached
forgiveness and was convinced that the Security Police (SD) who came to arrtst the Frank family
would have preferred to let them go.2'

Also, as if living in denial, Otto Frank wanted, he repeatedly said, not to look "backward"
but "forward"." He knew that most of the readers of the diary would scarcely realize the horrible
way in which Anne was murd,-red. He especially believed that the process of reaching physical and
spiritual adulthood, as Anne described in her diary, would appeal to young women. This was fine
with him. He did nothing to correct the popular myth that Anne died "peacefully". . . "conscious
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that nothing grave happened to her".23 Otto Frank saw his daughter's diary as a means to spread the
ideals he continued to believe until his dying day.

This explains his remarkable visit to the Pope, his trips to Germany, and his acceptance of a
Volkswagen24_a symbol of Germanyas a gesture of German conciliation. Full of pride, he re-
ferred to a letter of a befriended Catholic priest who prayed to Anne as if she were a saint and who
looked on her diary as "the fruit which grew from the suffering of the Jews".25

Just as he hesitated to look back at the murder of Jews, Otto Frank consented that Anne's
Jewish background should play a less central role in the public consciousness of his daughter's lifc.
In the German translation of the diary, he did not object that the very negative remarks about the
Germans should be deleted.26 Sometime earlier, he had approved that (for the Dutch market) the
comments on sexuality and on the sexual nuances in the diary should be edited out. For the theater
script on Broadway, he gave his approval that elements could be added which made the story more
sensational and more suspenseful but which, in actuality, never took place.

To his dying day in 1980, Otto Frank took every opportunity to make Anne's diary as widely
known as possible." He granted countless interviews, opened exhibitions, and accepted awards.
His accommodating attitude toward the myths created about his daughter undoubtedly contrib-
uted to its worldwide success. Ann Frank is perhaps the most famous child of the Twentieth Cen-
tury. After the Bible, seemingly no other book is more well-known.

Otto Frank believed that anyone who wished could identify with the hopeful message of his
daughter's diary. Up to the present, the Anne Frank Foundation seemingly shares in this wish, and
has refused to cooperate in the production of a documentary film which described the last months
of her life.28 The Anne Frank Foundation apparently feared that her horrible death would shock the
public and detract from the diary's message. What that message is, and a source from which the
Anne Frank Foundation finds support for its objective of fighting today's racism and discrimination,
Anne Frank wrote, herself, on July 15th, 1944. In numerous interviews or conversations, her father
cited these same sentences from her diary:

"It is a great miracle that I have not given up my expectations, because they seem
absurd and unattainable. Nevertheless, I hold onto them, despite everything, be-
cause I still believe in the inner goodness of man. It is impossible for me to build
everything on the basis of death, misery, and confusion."

Anne Frank could not know that her hiding place would be discovered two weeks later. At
the extermination camp at Auschwitz her hair was shaved off, a number was tattooed on her arm,
and she was robbed of all her human dignity. She died at the end of February or the beginning of
March, 1945even the exact date is unknownin Bergen Belsen, at the age of fifteen. She died
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alone, exhausted, covered with sores, apathetic with hunger, deathly sick and without anyone to
care for her. A short while before, her sister Margot, who slept next to her on the same wooden
plank and in the same barracks, had perished in the same cruel manner. Anne did not kr w her
mother's fate (her mother died earlier in Auschwitz) nor did she know the fate of the Pe ls family
which had been in hiding with the Frank family, or of the dentist, Pfeffer, with whom she sharcd her
room in hiding and hated so much. Nor did she know about Peter Pe Is whom she loved so much
and to whom she had devoted so many pages of her diary. They all died.

To some, at least, it seems perverse to even wonder if, during the last months of her lifc,
Anne Frank still trusted in "the goodness of Man".
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ANNE FRANK

A TIE
DUTCH WM
By Elma Verhey
An author of three books, she writes for Vor Nederland, a Dutch
national weekly founded by the resistance in World War II

Desecration of the child, Anne Frank, and desecration of all who were martyred".' Thus
wrote an indignant Dutch weekly about The Diaty of Anne Frank which premiered on Broad
way in 1955. Anne Frank was transformed into a "sexy" teenager, her father into the stereo-

type of a "noble Jew", and Miep Gies into a "comical Aryan" who gave a little help to "you poor
Jews".

This would not be the last time that Anne Frank was criticized in the Dutch press. Recently,
a newspaper published a full page advertisement calling for the closing of the Anne Frank House.
The paper claimed that of six hundred thousand visitors who were "pushed" through the building
annually "on their pilgrimage," one typically saw nothing more than "the back of the person who
stood in line before him".2 The article caused an avalanche of negative reactions, but also drew some.
support.

Utto Frank, the only member of die Frank family who survived the war, once exPlained why
he gave few interviews in Holland.' It was really necessary for him to "hold back" there. "You know
how it is", he Confided to the reporter. "In the Netherlands I can sense a certain resistance, congcious
or unconscious . . . Here they lived through it all. Thousands of people died here. . . Thus, there is
a certain feeling: Why Anne Frank?"

Indeed, it is not only the exclusive attention to Anne Frank which has caused her name to
evoke mixed feelings. Not all Dutchmen find it fitting that the Anne Frank House has developed
into one of the most important tourist attractions of Amsterdam. Many Dutch Jews avoid the Anne
Frank House because of some of the myths created by her diary.4 Moreover, there has been concern
that the Foundation has :n the past paid more attention to a handful of neo-Nazis in Germany, as
well as focused more on the plight of the Palestinians, than on the state-sponsored antisemitism of
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the former Soviet Union.'

Holland did not join the resistance in massive numbers, as Anne suggested in her diary6
Actually, very fcw extended a helping hand when their Jewish neighbors or colleagues were de-
ported. Indeed, the Netherlands holds the record for the highest percentage of victims of all the
occupied countries of Western Europe. Dutch civil servants supplied Jewish addresses. Dutch po-
licemen forcibly removed them from their homes. Dutch tram conductors transported them to the
train stations, and the Dutch Railways sent itemized invoices to the Nazi headquarters for adding
extra trains to the Westerbork transit camp (train number 11537, departure Amsterdam: 2:16 a.m.,
arrival in Hooghalen at 5:58 a.m., with intermediate stops in Amersfoort and Zwolle).7 Without the
cooperation of thc Dutch civil service and its bureaucracy, the extermination of more than one
hundred thousand Jewssome eighty percent of all Jews who lived in Holland before the, war
could not have been possible.
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The Dutch were ill-prepared practically and psychologically for the occupation. For years,
political parties minimized or even denied the uravity of events in Germany. The Dutch govern-
ment regarded measures against Jews, such as incarcerating them in camps, as "not intended as
punishment. . . but to make the concerned suited to live free in the National-Socialist German
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Reich.' With such measures, the government tried to ingratiatc itself with Hitler. During the First
World War, the Netherlands had succeeded in remaining "neutral"now its leadership hoped to do
so again.

The extent to which the Netherlands accommodated Hitler can be seen in the events in-
volving the dentist Fritz Pfeffer who hid with the Frank family, and, to the great discomfort of Anne
who had to share hcr bedroom with him. Pfeffer fled Germany in 1938 along with his non-Jewish
girl-fricnd. He tried to marry her in Amsterdam, but the authorities refused9 because, since 1935,
Hitler had forbidden mixed marriages. To avoid offending the Germans as little as possible, this
measure was also applied to German refugees living in the Netherlands. Had Pfeffer succeeded in
mariying his friend, then he, like most mixed-married Jews, probably would have survived the war.

Most Jews also underestimated the German danger posed to them. For centuries the Neth-
erlands had accepted the Jews, who had lived there with relatively few problems. This created an
illusion of safety. A well-known Jewish professor wrote in 1939 that his "head and heart" convinced
him that "the blackest times of human history would not return".'° Even the arrival of thousands of
German refugees to the Netherlands did not seem to frighten Dutch Jewry. Given the economic
crisis, the major concern of Dutch Jews was the competition posed by these emigrants. And in the
1930s, relatively few Dutch Jews saw emigration to Palestine or to the United States as a solution to
their problems.

In May, 1940, when the German army invaded the Netherlands, the Dutch military capitu-
lated within a few days. The Royal family fled to England along with government officials and
senior members of the bureaucracy, making it simpler for the German occupiers to fill the power
vacuum. The remaining positions were filled by German SS officials or by members of the Dutch
National-Socialist party whose following grew by leaps and bounds in the first years of the war.
The Dutch press was now censured, trade unions and political parties were forbidden, and the
parliament dissolved. With the enactment of one measure after another, the Netherlands slowly
came under the domination of Nazi-Germany.

Not long after the Nazis consolidated their power in Holland, they initiated the first anti-
Jewish measures. All Dutch officials had to sign the so-called "Aryan Declaration", whose intent was
the removal of their Jewish colleagues. Not more than about ten people in the whole country
refused to sign the declaration." Even the Supreme Courtthe body which would have been the
most ideal to set an example of protest against such a flagrant transgression of the most basic of civil
rightsdid not react when its most respected Chief Justice, Mr. L.E. Visser, was fired in November
1940 because he was Jewish.

The extent to which the Jewish community considered itself "taken by surprise" by the
events is demonstrated during the first days of the occupation, when about one hundred fifty Jews
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committed suicide. Among them were well-known professors and politicians. " In panic, hundreds
of others tried to escape on the last boats to England or to flee to Belgium in a desperate attempt to
reach Switzerland, Spain, or the unoccupied southern part of
France." Most did not succeed and returned home where they
waited in fearful resignation for the first anti-Jewish measures.
In addition to civil servants, Jewish professors and journalists
were also fired, as were those in the civil guard who scanned
the skies for enemy planes.

Jews were no longer welcome. Jewish businesses were
forced to register. Kosher slaughter of animals was forbidden.
In hotels, movie theaters, and cafes, signs appeared with the
message: "Forbidden for Jews". Jews hoped that if matters did
not deteriorate any further, it might be possible to survive.

Nazi propaganda was calculated to arouse hatred against
the Jews. On Sunday morning, February 9, 1941, members of
the National Socialist party marched through the Jewish quar-
ter in the center of Amsterdam. They smashed all the window
panes. In tice following days this led to street fights in which one of the top-ranking members of the
National Socialist Party lost his life. The Germans reacted quickly. Four hundred and fifty young
Jewish men were rounded up and sent to the Mauthausen concentration camp in Austria, estab-
lished shortly after March, 1938. In the Weeks that followed in the Nazi roundup, "death notices"
arrived in rapid succession.

The Secret Annex as seen from the rear

courtyard gardm. me branches of the chestnut

tree are on the right.

To the public, Mauthausen represented the very image of terror. Few if any had yet heard of
places such as Auschwitz, Sobibor, or Treblinka. During the course of 1941-1942 more and more
anti-Jewish measures were enacted, making the lives of Jews more difficult and increasing their
isolation. On Sunday, July 5, 1942, four thousand Jews received a green card" by special registered
mail summoning them for what turned out to be the first transport to Auschwitz. The green card
was a summons for the "work force in Germany", the euphemistic term by which the murder of the
Jews was "packaged". Among those who received this green card was Margot Frank, since German
refugees older than sixteen and younger than forty were the first to be deported. That day also
marked a turning point in Anne Frank's lifeit was the immediate cause for her going into hiding.
The Frank family hastily packed some of their belongings and left the following Monday morning
for the "Annex".

For weeks, Amsterdam had been full of rumors about the deportation of the Jews to Po-
land 15 And if no one yet knew that the "work camps" were, in reality, extermination camps, the
majority understood that it meant something ominous. Like Margot Frank, most people stayed
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Amsterdam
September 25th 1942
(not granted by decree of Fuhrer) 3-10-42

REPORT
While assisting with the arrest of a Jew on
September 24th 1942 I suffered bodily injuries
and my clothing was damaged. A wound,
above the left eye, probably caused by a
knuckleduster, was stitched by Dr. kJ. van
Reeuwijk. An upper tooth was knocked out.
My hat got lost. My raincoat, shirt and tie
were smeared with blood, I cannot wear these
things any more. My trousers, also smeared
with blood, can be cleaned or turned. I kindly
request compensation for: I. treatment at the
dentist's for a new tooth,f25.; 2. buying a new
hat,f7.50; 3. repairing of my raincoat or
obtaining another one out of Jewish
possessions,120.; 4. choosing a shirt and tie
out of Jewish possessions,f5.; 5. cleaning or
repairing my trousers,f7.50. Total f65.
The doctor's bill will be paid by the health
security scheme. Yours faithfully
(signed) C.B. Hansen
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away. The Nazis responded by arresting seven hundred Jews, at random, and threatened to send
them to "concentration camps". The idea of what happened to the four hundred fifty Jews at
Mauthausen compelled hundreds of people to volunteer to register'6. Jews convinced themselves
that the Nazis saw them as indispensable for the war industry. Many presumed that life in the "work
camps" would be extremely difficult. But at least, they thought, they would not be murdered. In its
naivete the Jewish Council established, in 1941under pressure from the Nazis to maintain order
and carry out their directivespublished a pamphlet urging Jews to register.27 The Council hoped
that this way they would prevent "worse" measures from being enacted against them.

Ten days after the call-up, on July 15, 1942, the first train departed for Auschwitz with a
total of 1,137 Jews. In thc days, weeks and months that followed, one train after another with
thousands of people departed for the East. About two years later, on September 3, 1944, the last
transport with 1,019 persons left for Auschwitz. This train carried Anne Frank and her family. The
Netherlands was now, as the Nazi's called it, "Judenrein"cleansed of Jews.

If the first groups of Jews believed that they were going to "work camps", rumors now
persisted about gas chambers and annihilation. People tried in every conceivable way to avoid
deportation. They tried with doctors' letters saying they were sick . . . with declarations from their
employers that they were "indispensable" . . . with papers attesting that they were permitted to
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enter Palestine . . . that they had a job at the Jewish Council. In many cases, .it meant a stay of
execution. Every week, every day of delay, there was always a possibility that a train strike would
occur and make the deportations impossible, that the invasion of the Allied armies would come, or
that there would be an attempt on Hitler's life. But these dreams weie in vain. By the time the Allied
armies landed in France in June, 1944, the great majoriiy of
Dutch Jews had already been murdered.

Going into hiding, which offered the best chance of
survival, was within the reach of only a few Jews. Onlyan esti-
mated ten- perhaps twenty- thousand people, succeeded in
finding a hiding place. It might have been otherwise, had it
not been for the indifference of many Dutch, and the helpless
isolation of the Jews. Of this number in hiding, about half were
betrayed."' The famous Dutch tolerance which for centuries
had allowed Jews to be accepted with relatively few difficul-
ties, proved to have another side.

Niisk June 1942

In contrast to Germany where Jews had been had been
assimilated, the majority of Jews in Holland lived in a type of ghetto even though they had been
legally free to reside elsewhere. The Netherlands, where religion determined the country's political
and social life, was "pillarized," a term used to describe a uniquely Dutch arrangement by which
each of the major religious communitiesCalvinists, Protestants, and Catholicswere recognized
along with their special separate needs. Catholics, main-line Protestants, and Calvinist Protestants
each lived in their own strictly separate world, with their own neighborhoods, political parties,
youth movements, businesses and trade unions. The liberals, socialists and communists tried to
organize Dutchmen on other than religious lines, but succeeded only after the war. Unfortunately,
this breakthrough would come too late for Jews.

The majority of Jews lived in Amsterdam where they frequently had only Jewish contacts.
And even if they had the money to go into hiding, to whom could they turn? Most Jews were too
poor to secure a hiding place. It was only non-Jews who were in a position to protect them from
deportation. The high concentration of Jews in certain neighborhoods worked to their disadvan-
tage. The accommodating civil servants of Amsterdam prepared maps for the Nazis on which "each
dot indicated ten Jews"9 The Nazis knew exactly which streets and in which neighborhoods they
should carry out their round ups, and in which houses they should scarch. Along with the policy of
the Jewish Council which advised against going into hidingwit becomes clear to what extent
the Dutch Jews were literally sitting ducks.

The Diary of Anne Frank further demonstrates how difficult it was for most Jews to find a safe
refuge. Otto Frank benefited from an atypical situation because he owned his own hiding place. In
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his office on the Prinsengracht, in a non-Jewish neighborhood, there was an empty annex. Since
the office had its own storage place where the loading and unloading of merchandise went on all
the time, activity here did not attract too much attention. As well, the storage place had stools,
tables, beds, plates, pans, heaters and everything conceivable necessary to house eight persons
more or less comfortably. Additionally, there were bags of dried peas, potatoes, and canned veg-
etables stored away. Provision was also made for a radio, pharmaceuticals, and for heaps of books.

Aside from thc Franks' possessing the necessary financial resources, they had another ad-
vantage. Otto Frank could ask his own business staff for their help. Without the support of those
who would bring food or warn if something went wrong, refuge would have been impossible.
Because Otto Frank was their employer, this must have made it easier for him to ask for help.

Anne Frank was not aware of all of these problems when she wrote her diary. How could she
be? She was thirteen ycars old when she began writing, and grew up in a very protected, middle-
class environment. Contacts with non-Jews were the most normal thing in her world. She did not
know what had taken place in the Jewish neighborhoods during the months before she went under-
ground.

On Monday morning, the 6th of July, 1942, the very day the deportations started, the door
of Prinsengracht 463 was closed and, along with this, Anne's view of the outside world. At the very
most, Anne could only speculate about the deportations and the life and death struggle taking place
outside. Her reality became the Secret Annex, a world which was difficult enough. She lived with
permanent anxiety of being discovered. . . with the irritations of having cight people locked to-
gether inside. . . with never being able to go outside. . . with having to be quiet as a mouse.

After her arrest, Anne Frank gave the impression of having almost "enjoyed" the train ride to
the Westerbork transit came. For the first time in a long time she saw trees, flowers, light, and sun.
She was finally free from all of the adults who had been driving her crazy for twenty-five months,
twenty-four hours a day. And how perverse it also soundsthe "freedord (such as Anne Frank
naturally experienced after her arrest) may have been a relief to her. But it did not change her
destiny. It only shows one more time how difficult it had been to be in hiding.

Nevertheless, in hiding, Annc had lived in relative luxury. She had felt protected by her
parents and by the surroundings, even if ultimately they could not protect her from death. She had
her books, her collection of movie stars on the wall. She did her homework, and birthdays were
observed. Despite being in hiding, the life of the Franks was reasonably normal. For most children,
however, going into hiding meant a radical break from everything and everyone who had ever
represented security to them. No matter what, they could not permit themselves to be insufferable
adolescents as Anne Frank sometimes appeared to be.
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Only very few people were in a position, or were able, to accept the risk of sheltering a
complete Jewish family. Most children were hidden separately from their parents and their siblings.
A good many ended up in thc countryside where they experienced the culture shock of living with
Catholic, Protestant, or Orthodox Calvinistic familiespeople who were totally strange to them.
They passed as cousins or as children from the bombed out city of Rotterdam. Any reference to
thcir Jewish background could be fatalnot only for them, but also for the people who hid them.

Along with the anxiety of being sent to a new address, assuming a false identity meant that
the children must always be careful, and caused extra tensions for these children in a non-Jewish
environment. In hiding, a good many children wcnt through twenty to thirty different addresses.
When the conditions became unsafe or the helpers could no longer live with the situation, a new
hiding place had to be found. One can only guess what difficulties this created, particularly for the
children. Time and again they had to adapt to a new environment, new "parents", and to a new
identity.

Very small children, especially, experienced severe trauma during their period of hiding, thc
effects of which they would have to cope with throughout their lives." The separation.from their-
parents and their trusted surroundings was also difficult for older children to handle. But they could
still understand that this was in their best interest. Younger children could not grasp why their
parents "had abandoned them". Had they stopped loving them? Where they, the children, not nice
enough? They felt they had been left in the lurch."

Children who were slightly older, who were conscious of what was happening, frequently
developed anxicty bccause of their Jewish identity; thcy not only grew anxious because of their
non-Jewish surroundings but because of the persecution they witnessed with their very eyes. On
the one hand, for reasons of security, they had to drop their Jewish identity;,on the other hand,
children grew confused because of differing religious motives and signals. Orthodox Calvinists
were particularly motivated to give Jews a hiding place. They looked upon the Jews as "God's Cho-
sen People". At the same time, their attitude toward Jews was negativeJews had "murdered Jesus
Christ": They were "on the wrong path". The Orthodox CabAnist theology demanded that the Jews
be converted.

Generations of Catholics and Protestants had also bccn raised with similar dogmas about
the Jews. Children particularly did not knoW how to stand up or confront the religiously inspire
stereotypes which often prevailed in their hiding environment. After the war, a good man childre
wanted to become ministers, or priests, or nuns. Some had even become good antisemites.24

And even though there were, of course, countless people with -nit any ulterior motives who
were prepared to risk their own lives to take children into thcir h mes, the adoption statistics
indicate that not everyone took in a child for purely altruistic motives." Children, especially babies,
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had a better chance of finding a hiding place if they were very young. The high percentage of
childless couples who.took in a Jewish infant is striking. Undoubtedly they became very attached
to the child whom they hid; and the childrenwho frequently did not know their true back-
groundloved their adoptive parents the same as if they were their biological parents. After the
war, a dramatic struggle broke out over the hidden Jewish children who survived.26 Even during the
war, members of the Dutch resistance prepared a draft of a law denying the Jewish community the
right to decide the future of these children. Even surviving parents were not given their children
back as a matter of course. They had to demonstrate that they were "appropriate" to raise these
children.

After the war, hundreds of children remained with the "parents" who had hid them. They
were raised as Catholics, Protestants, or as Orthodox Calvinists. A number of well-meaning non-
Jews, considered this the only way to protect these children from further persecution. Some chil-
dren were permanently separated from their parents. Brothers and sisters were raised in a separate
environment. In many cases, they did not even know that there were surviving family members.
Beyond the enormous consequences for the children themselves, the struggle for the Jewish war
orphans left deep wounds in the Jewish community. The handful of children who survived the war
represented the last shred of hope for them. Their loss was already so great.27

Before the war, ten percent of the population of Amsterdam was Jewish. When the war was
over, whole blocks of apartments, whole streets -even whole neighborhoodswere left empty. A
relatively high percentage of the surviving Dutch Jews emigrated to Israel or to the United States."
Jews not only had trouble retrieving their children, but also their jobs, their homes, and their prop-
erty. After the war, there was generally an indifference by the Dutch population and the govern-
ment to the Jewish suffering and antisemitism." The fact that so many Dutchmen had been person-
ally involved in the deportation process, or at best looked the other way when the Jews were taken
away, undoubtedly had much to do with this denial.

Anne Frank, who with her diary proved to have told the truth so honestly without mincing
words, would have added many pagesif she had only survived!
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A NEW PERSPECTIVE

ON HELPERS OF JEWS

DURING THE HOLOCAUST:

THE CASE OF

MIEP AND JAN GIES
by Drs. Dienke Hondius
An historian specializing in the history of antisemitism,
works at the Anne Frank House in Amsterdam

Recent studies of the Holocaustutilizing interviews with two of the main "helpere of the
noted Anne Frank family in Hollandpoint to what is unique, exemplary and incompar-
able about such helpers on the one hand and yet ordinary, normal and universal on the

other. This suggests a more complex scenario for helpers of Jews in hiding during the Holocaust
far more so, it turns out, than suggested by earlier stories of simple heroism.

Certain new, even disturbing, recollections in the study of Nazi history are fruitful and
necessary, yet probably these will continue to shock, provoke and alarm some people. Until re-
cently for some the Holocaust was considered an issue of the past unconnected with the modern
life of postwar generations. Yet the Holocaust and its implications have now entered broader public
discussion and individual consciousness. The continuing debate about the implications of the Ho-
locaust brings a challenge to modern society, one that inspires reflection about moral attitudes and
behavior in matters of justice and human rights.

This paper is about the "helpers" of Jews in hiding in the Netherlar is during the Nazi
occupation. The helpers include women and men not only from the Netherlands but from all over
Europe, from Poland, Germany, Denmark, the Ukraine, Austria . . . . ordinary people who none the
less proved themselves unique by making a crucial choice at one point in their lives . . . . The focus
of this paper utilizes the testimonies of Miep Gies-Santrouschitz, originally from Vienna, and her
husband Jan Gies, from Holland, two ordinary people who made this crucial choice and aided thc
Frank family, the Van Pels family and Mr. Pfeffer, the eight people in hiding in the Secret Annex
about which Anne Frank wrote her now-famous diary)

At the time of the Nazi occupation, Miep Gies was one of Otto Frank's secretaries. When
the Frank family decided to go into hiding in the annex of the office of Prinsengracht 263, Otto
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Frank asked Miep to help. For more than two years, from July 1942 until their betrayal and arrest in
August of 1944, Miep Gics did the shopping, especially for the daily food, for the families in
hiding. Since others might wonder why she needed so much food, the extra shopping was an
extremely dangerous activity; one of the most common ways in which other helpers were discov-
ered by the Nazis.

The Frank family's hiding place was exceptional in several ways. Research about hiding in
different countries has hardly been conducted yct hiding in one's own premises (Otto Frank owned
the building on Prinsengracht 263, his business location), together with one's complete family, and
helped by one's own staff, was obviously not typical in a European context nor for the Netherlands.
Most families were split up with the standard hiding place more often a small attic room or a
basement, or a shed or haystack in more rural areas.

The deportations in the Netherlands started in July 1942 and continued virtually uninter-
rupted until September 1944. Compared to surrounding countries, an unusually high percentage of
the Jews living in the Netherlands were killed. Of 140,000 Jews in the Netherlands in 1940, 75 to
80 percent, about 105,000, did not survive. An estimated 24,000 Jews found,hiding placesin the
Netherlands. Of these, 16,000 survived and 8,000 were deported. Deportation from the Nether-
lands meant almost certain death: no more than about 5,000 survivors returned from the concentra-
tion camps.'

It was not easy to find a hiding place. For a long time the hiding of Jews occurred purely on
an individual basis, with the initiative coming mostly from the Jews themselves. In thc Netherlands
there had been no tradition of resistance or disobedience against authorities. Thus the massive
February protest strike in 1941, coming after the first roundup of 400 Jewish men and boys in
Amsterdam, was indeed exceptional.

Another exception was the beginning of the so-called NV-group, one of the very few resis-
tance organizations devoted to finding hiding places for Jewish children. The NV, which included
some remarkable ycung men and women, had begun resistance efforts in the summer of 1942.3
Partly in answer to non-Jewish Dutch men being called up for labor camps, stronger public protest
movements and resistance developed from 1943 onward.

In 1944 several hundred thousand non-Jewish Dutch men, both organized and individually,
found hiding places throughout the country to avoid being sent to work camps in Germany. By
then it was already too late for most Jews. The widespread Dutch administrative helpfulness and
public obedience during the first years of the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, the effective and
well-organized SS-occupation forces, as well as the geographical situation which precluded easy
escape, all contributed significantly to the high percentage of Dutch Jews being deported. The
Nazi timing of the deportations seems particularly relevant. Especially, the decision in Berlin at the
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time to make numerous trains available from the Netherlands for dcportation, rather than from
other countries, proved fatal to many. The last trains from the Westerbork transit camp left for
Auschwitz, Bergen Belsen and Terezin in September, 1944. Among these deportees to Auschwitz
were the Frank and Van Pe ls families and Mr. Pfeffer. The 4th of Augustthe day their friends were
betrayed and arrestedwould be a difficult day to get through for Miep and Jan Gies for the rest of
their lives.

°Rescuers" in Holocaust history: the hunger for hope and heroes.

The first ar:d the most consistent recognition of the helpers of Jews was organized in Israel
by Yad Vashem, the National Memorial to the six million in its department for the Righteous Among
the Nations, beginning with the planting of trees in 1962 by the Heroes and Martyrs Remembrance
Authority. More than 12,000 rescuers have now received the well-known award.'

In the Netherlands, the Israeli Embassy organizes the sober and moving ceremonies with
medals awarded in different parts of the country. Despite Yad Vashem's strict criteria, the numbers
in the Netherlands continue to be as high as 80 to 100 annually.

As Dr. Mordecai Paldiel, director of the Righteous Among the Nations department at Yad
Vashem noted in November, 1994, the figures listing helpers have been "based solely on material
made available to Yad Vashem and are in no way to be construed as reflecting the actual number of
Jews saved in each country. For instance," he explained, "more Jews were rescued in Belgium than in
Holland, yet we have six times as many persons for Holland as we do for Belgium; the same for Italy
with relation to Poland. On the other hand, although less Jews were saved in Poland and the Neth-
erlands than in other countries rescue possibilities were more difficult in these two countries than
elsewhere in Eastern and Western Europe." Although the underground movements in Denmark
and Norway "played a major role in the rescue of the Jews in their communities," Paldiel added,
these two organizations have asked that no individual names be divulged.

With increasing public and political awareness of the importance of the Holocaust, the
image of the helpers has altered over the past ten years. In the United Statcs, much attention has
recently focused on the rescuers. "Rescuers" is becoming the more common term than thein my
viewmore appropriate "helpers". Several organizations have committed themselves to locating,
honoring and financially supporting these helpers, particularly those from Eastern Europe. Of these
organizations the Jewish Foundation for Christian Rescuers of Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, is the best known. That some people (even though a small proportion of the population)
helped the persecuted is regarded by many as a little bit of light in the darkness. The more impor-
tant the Holocaust remembrance has become, the more there seemed to be a need for good news,
for some hope. In 1988 Rabbi Harold M. Schulweis used stronger terms. 'The world is hungry for
moral heroes. The world needs heroes of flesh and blood: contemporaly heroes. The world needs
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heroes whosc altruism is lived out in action; models of exemplary behavior who releaseour abstract
idealshuman beings to be emulated."'

The hunger for more light, hope and heroes is clear, but the reality concerning the helpers
seems less so; it is not certain whether we can reasonably expect so much. There are some pitfalls.
Many helpers have expressed strong feelings of uneasiness and hesitation toward their new status as
award winning, unique individualsas saints, almost. Helpers honored by Yad Vashem often ini-
tially (and sometimes absolutely), refuse to come forwardto stand in the limelight and be called
a hero. Some have to be convinced to come forward, even though recognition might be important
to them. This uneasiness is understandable. For heroism and sacrifice to be convincing it must be
permanently accompanied by modesty. This is the impossible double task of any idol, public hero,
or media starto be special, and yet at the same time to remain a modest and ordinary human
being. Expecting anyone to hold this double attitude can be difficult. Thus many helpeis tend to
refuse the status of hero, and point to their ordinariness.

The helpers seldom speak about the bystanders, but considering their feelings about their
own actions in helping we might assume they feel strongly that many others couldhave doncmore.
They are probably right. This might be a good starting point for those teaching about the Holo-
caust. Helping was difficult, but not impossible. In the classroom a comparison with ordinary ex-
amples of helping behavior (such as the fire brigade or lifesavers on the beach) may be useful, even
though we recognize different risks and circumstances. With a little bit of training, courage and
awareness of the situation almost anyone, it seems, can do something and make a difference. You do
not have to be a super-human being, a moral hero or a saint to be able to helpsomeone.

The search for moral heroes and saints inevitably leads to disappointment. How can the
helpers live up to this image of moral heroes attributed to them during the last decade? With all of .

the praise, honors and publicity, expectations have risen enormously and the helpers have reason to
be uncomfortable and afraid that they might disappoint others, that they might not be able to
sustain this image. Regarded more and more as a moral example for humanity, it seems that for the
rest of their lives they are not allowed to make any mistakes. In my view it is now time to recognize
more of the ordinariness of the rescuers--something they, themselves, have pointed at, but which
usually has been waived aside by others as extreme modesty.

Miep and Jan Gies and the Frank family.
Ordinary people in extraordinary times?

Miep and Jan Gies have been confronted with all of these complications. The fact that Anne
Frank (one of the eight people Miep and Jan tried to help) has become world famous through her
diary was an unforeseen development that changed their lives. In this sense the two are hardly
representative as helpers. Yet it has also been suggested by several researchers, such as social psy-
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chologist Eva Fogelman6, that Mien Gies was not exceptional as a helper.

Dr. Fogelman notes: "Reading Miep's account I was struck by how typical she is of the 120
non-Jewish rescuers of varying backgrounds and nationalities I interviewed over the past five years
for a social-psychological study of al-
truistic behavior during the Nazi
era."7 The Gies' have had to cope
with many different emotions: loss .bax

,,0,4,,of their friends, feelings of failure af- " ,i.. ,
...ter these people were arrested, the

sudden worldwide recognition of ,
Anne Frank. One key to understand-
ing the acts of Miep Gies is the rela-
tionship between her and Otto ,
Frank. He was her employer, and she \ ,

was always aware of the difference
in social status between them. In \
1933 she came to work for Otto $
Frank when she was 24 years old. u-'
The Frank family had recently ar-
rived in Amsterdam from Germany,
soon after the Nazis had assumed Opening of Anne Frank House, May 3, f 960,
power. Among their new friends in front left, Otto Frank Jan and Miep Gies

Holland were many German Jewish
refugees. During the weekend, Miep sometimes visited the family where they would discuss the
political situation.

Miep: "We listened. We did not say much, of course. In my view these were all much more
educated people."8

Living in the south of Amsterdam, Miep knew several Jewish families; and her first boy-
friend was Jewish. They used to visit the flea market on Waterlooplein on Sundays, a popular
pastime before the war.

"He was a Jewish boy, and he wanted to go out with me. And then my stepsister warned me:
Think about it. Don't start this, because he is a Jewish boy; and in his home they are very ortho-
doxyou won't be allowed in there.' Then I quit the relationship . . . never saw him again. Some-
times I wonder whether he survived? I don't know."

Meanwhile Jan Gies knew several Jewish families, including the family in whose house he
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rented a room.

During the first years of the war, Micp and Jan saw the situation for the Jews deteriorate but
did not yet see a possibility for themselves to get involved in opposing the Nazis. At the office one
of Otto Frank's staff was Jewish, Esther, who was also a secretary, a few years younger than Miep.
One of the first actions the Nazis initiated in the Netherlands was to register Jews and non-Jews
with the so-called 'Aryan declaration' to be filled in by all civil servants, employers, and schools.
Compliance with this measure in the Netherlands was almost 100 percent. Virtually everyone,
Jews and non-Jews, filled in this form explaining how many Jewish or non-Jewish parents and
grandparents each one had. Such obedient registration gave the Nazis invaluable information which
made the separation of Jews from non-Jews much easier. The next step was the forced dismissal of
the Jewish staff, which meant that Esther was forced to leave.9

Miep: "I remember Esther said good-bye to us. She had to leave because she was Jewish.
Dismissed. Yes, that's the way things were. She did not come back, I think. S'Ae did not survive the
war. She was still there on my wedding day. I have a lot of pictures with her . . . she was the only
one in the office who was Jewish."°

Miep recalled the farewell. "She said good-bye, and we wished her the best. She gave me a
box with a mirror, comb and brush from her and her family. I guess she did not want to keep that at
home. She could not keep it anymore. She gave it to me. She stayed in Amsterdam, but could not
find work anywhere else . . . . It was all so painful, you see. You heard about her dismissal but did
not talk about it further. You did not know what was going to happen. You gave into that. Had to
accept it. The Germans were the boss, and you were scaredfrightened to death."

Sometimes Miep and Jan. Gies worried about what would happen to the Franks; They ad-
mired Otto Frank enormously.

Miep: "Yes, you would sometimes wonder and ask yourself, 'What is to be done with Frank?',
but you had the feeling he would know a solution. That is the feeling I had. So I did not give it any
further thotight then."

Jan: "After all he was an ex-service man, [in the] military, and he already had [shown his
loyalty to Germany]. He had fought in the First World War for the German army, and we were
aware of that. We thought he would be exempted from wearing such a thing [the yellow star]".'2
And so the initiative to go into hiding, to find a hiding place, to organize everything for it, came
from Otto Frank. He [had] thought it all out . . . and he had already divicied certain different tasks
for his staff members when he asked them to help him and his family in hiding.

Micp and Jan Gies waited to be asked. Otto Frank asked Miep: Are you willing to take on
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the responsibility of taking care of us while we arc in hiding? In a practical sense, this meant doing
the shopping for the families, finding the food. Did she realize that when she said yes?

Miep: 'The shopping, yes, yes. I did not ask any further. Now you are able to talk freely. At
that time you did not ask questions. You would not ask so many things. You just did whatwas asked
from you and nothing more.""

To explain this relationship between herself and Otto Frank, Miep explained, "We were the
office ladies."

"You would get instructions? You were told what to do?"

"We would get instructions, and we understood very well that that was the way it should be.
There was no other way. We did not feel wronged or restricted by that."4

Miep Gies did the shopping. Otto Frank, her employer, had asked her to do this, and she
would not say "No" to him. It wasvery normal and typical for her to do what he asked her to do. To
have said "No", to refuse what he asked of her, would have been much more extraordinary. She even
enjoyed doing all the shopping, and she also saw it as a kind of performance. When you were in a
shop, to be successful you needed certain theatrical qualities. Itwas a bit like playing in the theatre.

"I would go to all the shops, and you would try things out a little with the man in the shop.
How far you could go. How much you could ask. [food was rationed and scarce]. To what extent
you could show compassion. To what extent you could pretend to be in such a terrible situation.
Yes, that was like playing in a theatre. At least, that is how I felt about it."5

She was asked to compare the request put
to her to do the shopping with requests she would
normally get in the course of her work. Was that
similar?

Miep: "Yes:That was normal, wasn't it? That
was very normal. It was just like it was with your
work ."''

`-r

It may be that initially the hierarchical re-
lationship between Otto Frank and Miep Gies had
changed little, but it definitely changed in the Otto Frank witb Micp and Jan Gies,

tvbfn UM living witb them, 95 fcourse of the war. The Franks were completely de-
pendent upon their helpers, and Miep was well aware of that. Otto changed, she says.
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Because of his dependence upon us. In fact he didn't like that. Because after all he was the
director, and in normal life whatever he said would happen. But now he depended upon us. Well
just imagine the situation. That changc. He had to wait to see whether we agreed with everything.
Whether we approved. Whether we did everything accoiding to his requests . . . .

After the liberation, Otto Frank was the only survivor of his family. It is not so well known
that he lived with Miep and Jan Gies in Amsterdam for seven years, from 1945 on, even though the
two had only a small flat, not much room, and Miep and Jan had a baby. Otto Frank preferred to
stay with them, not on his own or with friends who had larger houses. The relation became even
more complicated. At home Otto and Miep were now like family members; but in the office Otto
was her boss again. At home she called him Otto; but in the office she addressed him as Mr. Frank."
For her, despite everything that had happened their relationship seemingly kept the same social
distance.

Micp [with a certain pride]: "And I never made a mistake in that. No. That is maybe why
can handle so many different situations with different people. That is how I am. I can do one thing,
yet at the same time think differently about it. I can join in, but in my heart I. may think very
differently about things..." 9

This reveals an aspect which, in Miep's memory, is essential about helping others: the ability
to live in different worlds at the same time, to split oneself up, to know what to say and what not to
say. Especially one had to know not to talk too much. To stay silent is a quality both Miep and Jan
Gies value very highly. It was their conviction that actions speak louder than words, and that si-
lence could save lives.

Miep: "I am a person who can be silent."2°

Jan: "I've never spoken about my work [in the underground] . I've never spoken about it."

They could keep a secret. In front of their friends, their families, and also in front of the
Franks. Otto Frank never knew, for example, that the Gies had another person hiding in their own
house at the time. They had decided not to tell Otto.

Miep: "No, of course not. Otto would never have approved of that. He would . . . I know
just what he would have said: 'Miep, if anything happens to you . . . . ' You lived in separate worlds.
Also toward our friends. They knew nothing about it. That was the rule: Don't tell."2'

You never really knew who to trust, but Jan says that somehow you knew anyway.
Jan: "We knew, for example, those people on the other side of the street, they are good

[could be trusted]. Why? That is hard for us to say. You see things...hear things. You hear people
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talking, and this is how you figure out the value of certain individuals. That is not a one-hundred-
percent nile but in general it worked for me. I was lucky. You were only in contact with some
people... very limited. You had to be very limited in your contacts. Not speak with the whole
neighborhood. And then, of course, you needed a bit of luck, as well. [But] I have been damned
careful in talking about anything, because you could never be 'sure. And I have actually never been
wrong about a person, after all..."22

Helping Jews in hiding was for Miep and Jan Gies a unique and very private choice which
they hardly mentioned to anyone else. After the warother than in groups that had already worked
togetherhelpers or "rescuers" never formed new groups or organized themselves on the basis of
having helped Jews in hiding. The helpers have remained very much a loose collection of individu-
als, before, during and after the war, until this day.

Those who have interviewed helpers often ask them about what motivated them to take
such risks. Miep Gies shows some irritation with these questions. Repeatedly, she says there was
very little decision-making involved as far as she was concerned.

Miep: "People always talk about the big risks. We found it self-evident, logical [that one
should help]. You could do something, and you could help these people. They were powerless. Did
not know where to go. Well, all right, so you did that. [helped however you could] That is why I say
we are no heroes. We did our human duty, to help people in need. That is allthere is nothing
more to it.""

Later, Miep added, 'That is the difference today, with everything that is always asked. 'Didn't
you know this? Did you not know that? Were you aware, and so on? Noi That is not how things
went. It had to be done, and so it was done."

"Yes, yes. And we look upon it perhaps too much from today's perspective."

Miep: "Yes. Always. That's what you do. It can't be helped."24

Yet the question of fear, of risk-taking, of overcoming fear, is a lasting issue and deserves
more research. The memory of fear and risk appears to change as time passes. Fear has been the
classic justification in retrospect for not-intervening, for remaining passive. For not helping. Those
who did not do anythingthe non-rescuing majorityseem consciously or unconsciously, as though
in a kind of unquestionable justification, to exaggerate their fear in retrospect. Meanwhile, those
who overcame their fear, whose helping actions were successful, in retrospect tend to reduce and
even completely deny thcir fear.

in the interviews with Miep Gies it is clear that both types of rcasoning about fear can even
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exist at the same time and be used by.the same person. About the dismissal in 1941 of her Jewish
colleague, Esther, Miep says, "The Gcrmans were the boss, and you were frightened to death."25 But
about the risks she took when caring for the Franks, and concerning her fear in that respect, she
says: "How . . . afraid . . . I was not . . . scared. That was not a word in our vocabulary: scared.
Especially not at first, in the beginning. Yer., . . . later, you were worried sometimes. You would
think, 'How can this go on?' . . . But the care for these peopleand really, the compassion for what
these people went throughthat was stronger. That won out."26

Apparently time changes fear. Memory changes it. And, consciously or unconsciously,
memory of fear can be twisted in retrospect. The relationship to fear was an interesting aspect of
psychologist Andri Stein's interviews with Dutch helpers who emigrated to Canada.27 One of these
helpers described her relationship to fear as somcthing one could get used to like a constant com-
panion or a regular guest at one's dinner table."

In the context of the well-known Samuel and Pearl Oliner study, The Altruistic Personaliiy29,
Miep Gies was a helper who had to be asked in orderto get involved in helping. Importantly, she
knew the Franks very well. Knowledge and the feeling of familiarity were an essential part of her
motivation. In Carol Gilligan's theories" about moral development, Miep Gies was moved by an
ethic of care rather than of justice. Her feelings of connectedness with the Frank family constitute
a major part of her motivation to try to help them.

How did the family and friends of Miep and Jan Gies react on first hearing what the two had
done during the war?

Miep: "My step-parents had had no idea. They were very surprised. They found it terrible
that they (the Franks) had been arrested. They said, 'We never noticed anything about you all this
time' . . . Jan's family, too. They were surprised, and also terrified about the arrests."

Asked what her friends and family thought about her choice, she explained: "Well, they
agreed with it. But there was no discussion about that. You did not speak about that so much. There
was so much else to do, you see. Life went on. We were busy, too . . But there was no admiration,
no beautiful words . . . . That was your choice. Well, the consequences arc also for youeveryone
had their own worries. One had this worry, the other that. There was no food. That was a problem,
too. Maybe they have thought, well, we should have done that, too. But they never said so. [Such
things] remained unspoken.""

After Anne Frank's diary became a worldwide bestseller, Miep and Jan Gies had to live with
a degree of fame. Later, when Micp hesitantly agreed to publish her own memories, she gained
additional acclaim. When Otto Frank still lived in Amsterdam, increasingly he received many visi-
tors personally. Later, after moving to Basel, he began sending visitorswho wanted to hear more
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about his family's experiencesto Iv liep and Jan Gies. Miep's correspondence with readers of the
diary and of her own book has increz sd each year. After the war, Otto Frank, his second wife Fritzi
Frank-Geiringer, and Miep Gies spent a good part of their time answeriitg letters from all over the
world.

For Micp, fame seems a constant worry and a dilemma. She fears people might find her
arrogant. Not modest enough. At thc same time, her feelings of responsibilityto answer people
who want to know moreare very strong. The American writer and journalist Alison Leslie Gold
had convinced her to allow the interviews for a book. When the book was published in the Neth-
erlands, Miep was nervous about the reactions.

"You have no idea what I went through when the book was about to come out in the Neth-
erlands, and with the television interview on Dutch television. I lay on my bed crying for nights,
just for fear that the whole country would reject me."

Asked what was she so afraid of, she replied: "Must I be number one? Is it necessary for me
to be that? This I wondered, and I was so scared . . . Luckily, I was wrong. And later, I was pleased
that I wrote it.""

The book was very well received, has even been translated into many languages. How have
her family and her friends reacted to this?

"I am welcome everywhere. Everyone is very nice to me . . . I am different, apartI feel
that, sometimes. [But] I am afraid that they may think of me, 'Gosh, she is so uppish." Yet I am
normal. Ordinary. Sometimes it is difficult when someone starts talking to you on the street, just
like thatI feel strange. When I'm waiting for a tram, or in a department store .. . When people are
genuinely interested, that is alright; but there are also people who suddenly say they arc my friend:
this irritates me.""

Conclusions

"How do we measure up morally to the rescuers?," Rabbi Harold M. Schulweis asks in a
recent article." After carefully reading the interviews with Miep and Jan Gies, and with other
helpers, the question might also be: How can the helpers, themselves, live up to the image of moral
heroes; an image built-up during the last decade? With all the praise, all the honors and publicity,
expectations have risen enormously. The helpers have every reason to be afraid. Afraid they may
disappoint others. Afraid they may not be able to sustain the image held by others. Regarded more
and more as a moral example for humanity, it might seem they are not allowed to make any mistakes
for the rest of their lives.
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It is time to view the helpers in a more balanced perspective. These fewwho provided
hiding places for Jews, who sheltered adults or children for a night; or for yeats, who were prepared
to open their doors and, like Miep Gies, changed their daily routines to help othersare, indeed,
exceptional human beings. Where non-involvement was the rule, the common reaction, the help-
ers were indeed special, unique individuals who took a risk in making a crucial choice. Crucial for
those they helped. Crucial, often, for thc helpers, too. As historian Raul Hilberg observed,: "In the
course of the onslaught on European Jewry, some people in the non-Jewish population helped their
Jewish neighbors; many more did or obtained something at the expense of the Jews, and countless
others watched what had come to pass.""

Some stories of helpers are excellent for teaching about the Holocaust, since they illustrate
to teachers and pupils that there were choices: different attitudes and actions that could be taken,
even in very difficult circumstances.

Care must be taken not to exaggerate the image of the helpers too much. The more ordi-
nary, banal and even objectionable aspects of the lives of these same people should not be erased.
However crucial the involvement in helping, it was, after all, just a moment, ashort.peliod in the
lives of the helpers; it does not tell everything about their lives or personalities. We must allow for
the full complexity and the contradictions in the personal stories of helpers. We know, for example,
that for some people it was possible to help Jews in hiding while continuing to believe in antisemitic
stereotypes. It was also possible to help Jewish children, taking enormous risks and yet, for some,
not be able to keep one's hands off of these children" and young Jewish women. It has taken the
survivors a long time to reveal these more difficult memories of their hiding experiences. "

Only very recently, as the hidden children began to meet to sharc experiences, have more
of these negative aspccts of the complete dependence and misuse of trust by somelelpers emerged."
These trying memories have a sobering effect on the romanticized, one-sided image of heroism and
sacrifice of the helpers, on the one hand, and, on the other, the lifelong gratitude of the survivors.
The heroic image has had a firm grip on Holocaust memory for decades. Yet a fuller picture, how-
ever painful and shocking this may sometimes be, is now slowly surfacing. The request to take a
more sober look at the histories of hidden Jews and their helpers comes from both sides, and also
from their children.

Some helpers of hidden Jews during the Holocaust certainly makc good models for moral
education. But the need for these role models, the desire for a positive image tends to blur the more
complicated areas of these individual histories.

Teachers of Holocaust history should be encouraged to suppress the tendency to general-
ize, dramatize, simplify or glorify the stories of those who hid and of those who helped them.
Recognizing the difficult, different and sometimes contradicting elements in personal histories of
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all groups in the Holocaust will raise more questions than easy answers, but it will also result in a
truer picture of the record. This more realistic picture offers a different educational perspective, as
well, for if these ordinary people could rise to the occasion and act in an exemplary manner when
the times called for it, then possibly so could many others.
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TEACHING THE HOLOCAUST

THROUGH THE MARy

OF ANNE FRANK
by Judith Tydor Baumel, Ph.D.,
Doctor Baumel, an author of several books, is an historian at
the Uniwtrsity of Haifa and Israel's Open University

0 ne of the best known works on the Holocaust is The Diary of Anne Frank first published in
Holland as Het Acbterhuis (Tbe House Behind) in 1947, tf,'...ti in the English-language edition in
1952 as Anne Frank: the Diary of a Young Girl, and in numerous editions since. It appeared as

the play [The Diary of Anne Frank] in 1956, and as a film in 1959. The book alone sold millions of
copies in more than 30 countries throughout the world, with readers from Iceland to Uruguay and
from Mexico to South Korea introduced to the inner world of one of the Holocaust's most famous
victims.

Most everyone knows Anne Frank's name but some do not even realize that the story occurs
during the Holocaust. The misconception has been enhanced by those seeking to universalize
Anne Frank's story, removing its Jewish content and portraying it as a symbol of humanity in a
world filled with oppression and terror. However, the Diary is first and foremost the story of a
Jewish child and, later, a young woman, living in hiding with her family in Holland during the
Holocaust. Anne's true identity, and the Holocaust-related framework in which she hid, are the
essence of this essay and serve as a focal point of the suggestions which follow.

Apart from its moral and cultural value as a priceless documentation of human vitality dur-
ing oppression, the Diary offers numerous educational opportunities for teaching the Holocaust in
both formal and informal educational settings. Teachers attempting to uncover these opportunities
must keep two points in mind:

1. Using the Diary as an educational tool is more effective when read in the fuller context of
Nazi anti-Jewish policy during the Holocaust, and in the context of the Jewish response to the Nazi
policy.
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2. A prerequisite to using the Diary as a vehicle for Holocaust education is the ability to
formulate questions which help students makc the transition from empathy to information, from
feelings to facts, and back, as students learn to more fully comprehend these facts as they identify
with what they arc reading.

Let us take the Diary and begin charting a blueprint by asking some pertinent questions..
First, how is Nazi anti-Jewish policy in occupied Holland expressed through the entrieswritten by
the young Anne Frank? In what way does her diary chart Jewish response to Nazi policy?

Even before opening the Diary, teachers should provide students with brief background
material on Anne Frank, her family, and the larger framework of refugees during the Holocaust.
Although the diary is set in Holland, it is important to note that the Frank family actually came as
refugees from Germany who left for Holland when Hitler came to power in 1933. Anne was four
years old; her sister Margot, seven. These facts offer a starting point for a discussion of Hitler's rise
to power and of the reaction by Jews and other anti-fascists in Germany: for some, dismay and
depression; for others, the strengthening of Jewish spirit and even anti-Nazi activity; for a third
group, flight out of Germany; in most cases to neighboring countries, such as-Holland.

It is also possible to draw a parallel between the Frank's departure from Germany and the
actions of families from throughout the world who sought freedom from political and religious
oppression by coming to the United States.

A suitable entry to read aloud from the diary about Anne's background is the one on June
20, 1942, in which she described her immediate family, their flight to Holland, and the departure of
other family members (uncles and grandmother) from Germany in 1938. The entry, concluding
with a precise description of anti-Jewish legislation in Holland, also serves to open:discussion of
Nazi anti-Jewish policy in Germany and other occupied countries. A sample discussion could begin
as follows:

Question: After conquering an enemy population, apart from killing its members outright
how can you first break their spirit?

The teacher can then categorize these groups accordingly: 1) isolation; 2) discrimination;
3) economic impoverishment.... The entry might close with students using these groups to catego-
rize anti-Jewish ordinances in Holland.

The next issue for discussion is the major one in the book: thc decision made by Anne's
family to go into hiding. First mentioned in the diary on July 5th, 1942, Anne describes her surprise
over her father's announcement that they would Ilave to get used to being cut off from thc world,
and to their anxiety over having to make the move very soon. This entry can be used to begin a

SO
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The secret biding place of the Frank family

discussion
about the
options
open to Jews
attempting
to save their
lives during
the Holo-
caust, and
the signifi-
cance of the
decision to
go into hid-
ing. At some
point, the
teacher
should men-
tion a key
point about
the decision
to go into
hiding or to
adopt false,
non-Jewish
identities.
More Jews
were saved
by these two
methods
than by any
other means.

Them

are several
ways to be-

gin a discussion about going into hiding. One, ask what is required to go "underground", as it was
called during the war. Answers should include the following: a place to hide; preferably big enough
to allow movement. Here you can mention that Anne's family, along with several others, were able
to utilize a number of rooms. Others were forced to spend long periods of time in extremely cramped
quarters, even in spaces as small as closets. Another requirement was an ongoing supply of food and
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water, toilet facilities, etc. Using such diary entries as July 9, 1942, compare the conditions of the
Franks' hiding place with those available to otherusually less fortunateJews during the Holo-
caust:

"We arrived safely at the office and went straight upstairs, there was first a W.C.
[water closet] and then a small bathroom with a new basin, next door to that was a
small room with two divans, that was Margot's and my room. It had three built-in
cupboards, next door to it was another room, Daddy's and Mummy's, there were two
divans there as well and two small tables and a smoker's table, and a small set of
bookshelves and another built-in cupboard, there were 150 cans of vegetables and
all sorts of other supplies, then we came to a small corridor with another two doors,
one went to the passage that led downstairs to Daddy's office. And the other led to
our small bathroom, then a very steep staircase led upstairs to the large kitchen-
living room ior the van Pe Is family and &little room for Peter and then there was an
attic with a loft."

One should emphasize here that several families eventually came to live in the "Secret An-
nex", as Anne called their hideaway, crowding the living conditions and requiring even more com-
promise, tolerance, patience and adaptability.

This brings us to the next group of issuesthose which revolve around life in the 'Secret
Annex". At least three points should be emphasized:

1. The difficulties of being in close quarters and under prccarious conditions with a number
of people, some of whom ended up living together randomly. These problems include lack of pri-
vacy, differences of opinion over everyday matters such as what to cat, how to cook and clean,etc.;
trivial matters in themselves yet often blown out of proportion by the stressful situation. See, for
example, the entry of September 2, 1942: "Mr. and Mrs. V.P. have had a terrific quarrel, I've never
seen anything quite like it before." Or September 2 I , 1942: "Mrs. Van Daan is unbearable. I get
nothing but "blow ups" from her for my continuous chatter. She is always pestering us in some way
or other. This is the latest: she doesn't want to wash up the pans if there is a fragment left; instead of
putting it into a glass dish as we've always done until now, she Icaves it in the pan to go bad." If
these grow vocal or out of hand, such simple disputes could jeopardize the safety of an entire group
of Jews who could be found by the authorities.

2. Dependency upon outside/friendly sources of assistance. Apart from the actual dilemma
of staying out of Nazi hands, this was probably thc most difficult issue facing Jews in hiding. In
Anne's case, the family hid in the attic of Mr. Frank's former firm and was helped by several staff
members. These "righteous Gentiles", as non-Jews altruistically called helping Jews during the Ho-
locaust, were the lifeline for food supplies, additional items of clothing, news of the outside world
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and general safety. It became particularly difficult when people in hiding found themselves in ur-
gent need of medical care. Here teachers can point to the entry for October 29, 1942: 1 am awfully
worried, Daddy is ill. He has a high temperature and a red rash, it looks like measles. Think of it; we
can't even call the doctor!"

In the case of the Franks, their attitude toward their protectors seemed one of straightfor-
ward gratitude. See, for example, Anne's entry for May 26, 1944, regarding the two young women
who acted as "go-betweens" for those living in the "Secret Annex":

'They are fetching and carrying more for us, take more interest in our troubles, although we
certainly mustn't ever be a nuisance to them. Oh what very good people they really are." Teachers
can emphasize that such An attitude was not always the case. In certain situations "protectors" used
their position as a lifeline to take advantage, physically or financially, of Jews in hiding.

3. Fear of discovery. This was a concrete fcar affecting all Jews in hiding during the Holo-
caust, since discovery usually meant deportation. On September 30, 1942, Anne describes the fate
of Dutch Jews picked up by the Nazis: "Every night people are being picked up without warning
and that is awful particularly for old and sick people, they treat them just like slaves in the olden
days. The poor old people are taken outside at night and then they have to walk for instance as far
as Adama v. Scheltemaplein in a whole procession with children and everything then when they
arrive.., they are sent to Ferdinant Bolstraat and from there back again to A. v. Scheltemaplcin and
that's how they plague these poor people. Also they throw water over them if they scream."

Another such other such entry is found on October 9, 1942:

"Our many Jewish friends are being rounded up by the dozen. These people are.treated by
the Gestapo without a shred of decency, being loaded into cattle trucks and sent to Westerbork, the
big Jewish camp in Drente. Westerbork sounds terrible, only 1 washstand for thousands of people

W.C. and there is no separate sleeping accommodation. Men, women and children all sleep
together... If it is as bad as this in Holland, whatever will it be like in the distant and barbarous
regions they are being sent to? We assume that most of them are murdered. The English radio
speaks of their being gassed; perhaps that is the quickest way to die."

This entry leads to another point of discussion. What was known in both occupied Europe
and the free worldHave students list the countries on either sideregarding the fate of European
Jews? As we see, as early as October, 1942, the B.B.C. was broadcasting news of the gas chambers
back to occupied Europe. However, even having heard the news, how many people could believe
it? Treated it seriously? How could they fathom that the tens of thousands of people who were
being deported "to the East", were actually being gassed to death?

133
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Two points here deserve mention. The first, what Holocaust historians have termed "sancti-
fication of life", is the attempt by Jews during the Holocaust to stay alive in the face of daily degra-
dation and ciang-T while remaining steadfastly moral. Descriptions of daily life in the "secret An-
nex" offer an excellent example of an attempt to "sanctify life" during the Holocaust by trying to
keep on with "business as usual": studies, writing, household duties, etc., under conditions which
should have encouraged lethargy, dependence, even utter helplessness. The vigor with which Anne's
family and others in the "Annex" clung to routine, seems vivid proof of the importance placed on
daily life.

Another important entry in Anne's diary is the one which was never writtenthestory of
her capture, deportation, incarceration in Bergen Belsen and eventual death scant weeks before the
camp's liberation. Anne Frank's story is a "triumph of the human spirit", and the actions of thosc who
hid her a "testimony to human goodness", especially considering the risks involved.

As for the rescuers of Jews in hiding, their fate differed in each case but there was no doubt
about the perils involved. Some were sent to prison, others to a concentration camp, while a third
group could be sent to an extermination camp. This emphasizes again how serious an offense it was
in Nazi eyes to hide Jews. In the case of Anne Frank, many of her rescuers were sent to prison but
lived to tell the tale after their release. It is from them that we have a description of Anne's life in
hiding from the perspective of one who was not with her in the "Secret Anncx."

While a number of people risked their well-being to aid Anne Frank and the others with her,
someone who knew about their life in hiding informed the Nazis about them. Among older stu-
dents, this can lead to a discussions about treason, collaboration with the enemy, and moral prin-
ciples as behavioral guidelines, both in the framework of the Holocaust and in other situations of
war and stress.

Dealing with the Diary of Anne Frank as a historical document, one often loses track of the
human side of the events. For example, crisis of adolescence and middle age. Another pitfall comes
from focusing solely upon Anne and her relationship with other members of the "Secret Annex".
From only this point of view, the student fails to consider these characters as more than objects for
Anne to describe. Thus, for example, Anne's sister Margot is largely ignored, although Margot's
story must have been equally fascinating. Indeed, Margot's being called up for forced labor was the
immediate impetus for the family to go into hiding. Similarly, the relationship between thc two
older members of the Frank family, as pareiits and partners in marriage, usually is left out of the
picture. Yet a fuller description of life in hiding during the Holocaust would mention the various
relationships in the "Secret Annex", not limit itself to a description of the war-tom world as seen
from the hidden bubble in which its youngest member, Anne, spent the last two years of her life.
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EXAMNING OPThMISM:

ANNE FRANK'S PLACE

IN POSTWAR CULTURE
by Alex Sagan,
A Doctoral Candidate in the Department of History,
Harvard University, his dissertation examines
the cultural significance of Anne Frank

In spite of everything, I still believe that people are really good at heart."

Anne Frank's name has been linked, above all, to this phrase from her diary, which occurs
near the end of her entry for Saturday, July 15, 1944. Indeed, these words are often cited as the
essence of Anne Frank's writings and experiencesoffered as an assertion of undaunted optimism in
the face of great hardship.

This essay asks if the famous phrase really gives an accurate sense of Anne Frank's diary?
Considering the larger context for these famous words, it becomes clear that undue emphasis here
involves a distortion of Anne Frank's thoughts and experience.

This leads us to ask, how did these words come to be accepted as the essence of Anne Frank's
experience? The second part of this essay answers the question by analyzing the Broadway play,
The Diary of Anne Frank, and by examining audience reactions in the United States, the Netherlands,
and Germany. The play was a reminder of terrible events, but it was successful because, through its
optimistic images, it offered diverse audiences deep reassurance and an affirmation of their own
goodncss.

The Diary Entry

The words are Anne Frank's own: ". . . in spite of everything, I still believe that people arc
really good at heart." This seems a fine translation of the original Dutch phrase. The German
translation of Anne's quote is also fine. The problem lies in singling out this phrase and offering it as
Anne Frank's philosophy, or epitaph. Does this optimistic phrase accurately reflect Anne Frank's
thoughts? Let us consider the context in which her words appear.

On Saturday the 15th of July, 1944, Anne Frank composed a long entry in her diary. After
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two years of steady writing and regular self-criticism, she had learned to write thoughtful and seri-
ous diary entries in her own distinctive voice. Her point of departure on this day was a book the
Franks' helpers had brought from the library, What Do You Think of the Modern Young Girb Anne took
issue with the book's criticisms of young people, criticisms she felt were directed at her personally.
Her discussion turned quickly from thc book in question to her view of herself and of her relation-
ships with others, especially with her father and young Peter. Toward the end of the entry, Anne
focuses on the difficulty of being young, which she finds more trying than being older. Shc draws
particular attention to thc difficulty of developing and maintaining one's ideals in a world which
seems to undermine all idealism. At this point, Anne's discussion moves beyond the themes of inter-
generational conflict and personal development, and contemplates the existential dilemmas posed
by her historical situation:

That's the difficulty in these times: ideals, dreams, and cherished hopes rise within
us, only to meet the horrible truth and be shattered.

It's really a wonder that I haven't dropped all my ideals, because they seems° absurd
and impossible to carry out. Yet I keep them, because in spite of everything I still
believe that people are really good at heart. I simply can't build up my hopes on a
foundation consisting of confusion, misery, and death. I see the world being turned
into a wilderness, I hear the approaching thunder, which will destroy us too, I can
feel the sufferings of millions and yet, if I look up into the heavens, I think that it will
come right, that this cruelty too will end, and that peace and tranquillity will return
again.

In the meantime, I must uphold my ideals, for perhaps the time will come.when
shall be able to carry them out.

Yours, Anne

This is one of the most moving passages in the diary. It is no surprise that it makes a strong
impression on readers, or even that they draw from it a general impression of Anne Frank's life.
Perhaps she did cling to optimistic ideals in the face of terrible cruelty and suffering, and such
idealism is, of course, inspirational. Yet the passage is notable not so much for its optimism as for its
overwhelming mood of desolation.

Anne's tone reflects her recognition of the extent of human destructiveness and malice. This
"horrible truth" shatters all of one's ideals. She may still hope, but hope is not thc same as optimism.
Around her, Anne Frank saw a world of "confusion, misery, and death". She even appears to have a
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premonition of her own death, describing with the powerful metaphor of "ever approaching thun-
der" the ominous threat. In this context, is it really accurate to summarize Anne Frank's world view
with the words: "I still believe that people are really good at heart"? Considering the larger context,
clearly her optimistic thoughts express a hope rather than a certainty. Indeed, as she, herself, pre-
sents it, the times in which she lived plainly contradict such Optimism.

Thus Anne Frank's optimism was, in actuality, profoundly chastened by the hostility and
violence which threatened her. With this in mind, we see that Anne Frank's most famous words
assume a more complex and less Pollyanish meaning. As the complete quote makes clear, her ex-
pression of faith in human goodness was not written as a triumphant pronouncement of optimism.
It was written as an expression of hopedesperate hopedespite all that the young author had
witnessed and experienced; and that was before her arrest, before she was in Westerbork, in
Auschwitz, and in Bergen-Belsen, where she died.

If we further broaden the context for interpreting Anne Frank's story, an optimistic point of
view becomes even harder to justify. When Anne Frank wrote her diary, she had yet to experience
the full horror of Nazi Germany's program to murder all Jews. We know, however, what happened
to Anne Frank after July 1,944,..just as we know what happened to all of the victims of the Nazi's
genocidal policies. Against this background, evoking Anne Frank's optimism seems rather naive.

This naiveté is called to question by two individuals who had intimate knowledge of Anne
Frank and her suffering: Miep Gies; who helped hide the Franks, and Hannah Pick-Goslar, Anne's
childhood neighbor and friend who last encountered Anne across a fence in Bergen-Belsen. In
recent interviews, both women especially criticized the way Anne Frank's optimistic utterance is
frequently offered as the very moral of her story.

Miep Gies (named Miep van Santen in the published diary) says bluntly: "I never agreed
with this, though I never told Mr. Frank [for fear of hurting his feelings]" The Austrian-born Mrs.
Gies, who lives in Amsterdam, explains: "I am not an optimist". Moreover, Mrs. Gies contradicts thc
notion that a rejection of optimism encourages passivity or resignation. Through public speaking,
especially at German schools, she does what she can to prevent a recurrence of past horrors. Thus,
in Anne Frank Remembered2 she vividly described her wartime experiencesfocusing not merely on
hope for the future but on some of the ugly realities of past history.

As with Mrs. Gies, Hannah Pick-Goslar (called Lies Gossens in the published diary) speaks
regularly about the Nazi persecution of the Jews, and about her friendship with Anne. And here we
meet a less naive Anne Frank. While in hiding, Anne Frank learned that many of her friends had
been arrested and deported by the Nazis. Anne was even gripped with nightmare images over the
fate of her friends. Feeling pangs of what we might now call "survivor's guilt", Anne asked herself
why was it that her friends should be taken away, perhaps to die, while she should remain safely
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hidden. Mrs. Pick-Goslar, who lives in Jerusalem, noted the irony that sbe managed to survive while
Anne Frank did not. As with Mrs. Gics, Mrs. Pick-Goslar also rejects the attempt to summarize
Anne Frank's life with an optimistic epitaph. Describing the moment when shc and Anne were
reunited across a fence in Bergen-Belsen, Mrs. Pick-Goslar suggests that the Anne Frank she en-
countered no longer showed her earlier optimism.'

Although Anne Frank may have clung to her ideals while still in hiding, it may bc mistaken
for others to turn her private hopeshowever inspiringinto a public declaration or an epitaph.
Yet dominant cultural trends did just this in the years after World War ill, especially during the
1950s and 1960s. How and why did this occur?

The Americanization of Anne Frank

Anne Frank's diary was published in Dutch in 1947, in German and Fivich in 1950, and in
English in 1952. Publishers initially rejected the diary, claiming that peoplewanted to put the war
behind them and would not read such a book. About Anne Frank's writings, at least, they are wrong:
The Dutch, French and English-language editions all received exceptionally positive levieWs. Sales
were good, except in Germany. Translations into other languages were planned. Anne Frank was
becoming well-known, but hcr public image had not yct come into sharp focus. It was the tremen-
dous success of the American play which led to the saintly image of Anne's youthful spirit who
could still 'believe that people are really good at heart."

An American writer, Mcyer Levin, was the first to dramatize thc diary. Although Levin's
script was never produced, he was perhaps the first to single out the now famous passagc for special
emphasis, prominently placing it at his play's climactic finish.4 Even though Levin included refer-
ences to "the suffering of millions" and to "the approaching thunder", his script usedAnne's Words of
optimism and faith in order to leave the audience with a decidedly uplifting ending.

The dramatic emphasis was virtually codified by Franccs Goodrich Hackett and Albert
Hackett, who were chosen to write the authorized stage play after Otto Frank and Broadway pro-
ducer Kermit Bloomgarden decided not to employ Levin as the playwright. Was Levin's version
plagiarized? This was the claim of Levin's lawyer, who argued in the New York State Supreme
Court that the similarities between the two plays could not be accidental. If the Hackctts had not
read Levin's play, then perhaps Bloomgarden, with whom the Hacketts consulted through eight
drafts, was responsible. The jury sided with Levin but the judge set aside the verdict, pointing out
that both plays were based on the same original diary and thus similarities could easily arise.5

In any case, Frances Goodrich Hackett and Albert Hackett went beyond Levin in stressing
the notion that "people arc really good at heart". The writers invoked this line twice in the final act:
once during an important exchange with Peter (Act H, scene IV), and again at the close of the play.6
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They repeated this uplifting approach in their screenplay for the Hollywood feature film, The Diary
of Anne Frank. The effect of the Hackett's formulation is difficult to overstate, since their play and
film multiplied Anne Frank's fame immeasurably at the same time that it linked her decisively to
platitudes about human goodness.

Such rosy optimism, typical of American popular culture during the 1950s, resonated with
rising belief in the inevitability of progress, the virtue of tolerance, and the value of freedom. Con-
sider this letter to producer Kermit Bloomgarden:

Dear Sir:

The students of Jackson Junior High School understands [sic] that you were the one
that made it possible for us to see "The Diary of Anne Frank" at the reduced admis-
sion rate.

The nlay was wodcrfully [sic] produced and the actors [,] too, wer wonderful. It
gave us 0 the feeling of how lucky we are to live in America, the land of the free.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Peggy Urban
Homeroom 304'

Anne Frank's story would remind students that events in other lands could be frightful, but
the Hacketts' stage play provided only an obscured view of the grimness of such events, quickly
soothing anxieties by reinforcing a decidedly American type of idealism. From this perspective, the
"moral" of the Second World War was that good triumphs over evil. In Anne's belief in goodness,
Americans heard an affirmation of their own self-image as a freedom-loving people who had re-
stored peace in Europe: "It gave us all the feeling of how lucky we are to live in America, the land of
the free."

For European Jewry, wartime suffering suggested grimmer conclusions, but many Ameri-
cans regarded Jewry's misfortunes from a geographical and psychological distance. Surely, Ameri-
cans thought, what had been done to the Jews was wrong, but this could only strengthen our faith
in self-consciously "American" values, especially optimism. The exceptional horror of the Holo-
caust was not stressed, and the murder of the Jews was usually submerged in general categories such
as "man's inhumanity to man" and "the sufferings of war". This was the approach of Eleanor Roosevelt's
introduction to the American edition of Anne Frank's Diary. Mrs. Rooseveltwho omitted the fact
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that Anne Frank was victimized because she was Jewishdescribed the Diary as "one of the wisest
and most moving commentaries on war and its impact on human beings. . . ." Although the book
was written by "a young girl living under extraordinary conditions", FDR's widow concluded that
the Diary 'tells us much about ourselves". In much the same way, American audience members
found that the play affirmed their own self image and values.

The Hacketts' "Americanization" of Anne Frank's story was, quite simply, a critical and
popular success. The Diary of Anne Frank opened on Broadway, October 5, 1955. It received rave
reviews and played to full houses. Diary, which received the Pulitzer Prize and other accolades, ran
for 717 New York performances. A "national tour" of major North American cities followed.9 A "bus
tour" visited smaller cities. Stock and amateur rights were soon negotiated and productions of the
play continued to multiply. In New York City alone, the play was seen by roughly one million
people.

Anne Frank Returns to Europe

It is ironic that the Hacketts' interpretation of Anne Frank, which so deeply reflected the
American atmosphere, helped condition Europeans' perceptions of thcir own recent history. The
American stage play enjoyed great success in Europe, and with this success the Hacketts' image of
Anne Frank achieved wide acceptance on both sides of the Atlantic.

This did not occur because the play elicited identical reactions from Americans and Europe-
ans. Quite the contrary. The Hacketts' interpretation of Anne Frank's diary achieved wide accep-
tance because it fit well with different reactions from varied European audiences. Each audience
responded to the play in ways that directly reflected that nation's wartime history and each country's
postwar struggle to understand its recent past. If we consider the Dutch and German cases, we can
see how the qualities of the Hacketts' play could dovetail with the national-historical background
of distinct European audiences.

In the Netherlands: Images of Resistance

Following the Dutch opening on November 27, 1956, the playwrights' agent relayed a
cable to all concerned with the production: "REVIEWS DIARY FANTASTIC HLIRRAH."° Why
did the Dutch respond so favorably? They had, in fact, been expected to find fault with an Ameri-
can presentation of their own history." Dutch, like Americans, responded so well to the play
because it supported a cherished image of themselves. Although the play recalled a painful time, it
also invoked images of Dutch resistance to Nazism. In Anne Frank's belief in human goodness, the
Dutch could hear a reference to Dutch heroism.

Among those who attended the premiere as honored guests were the Dutch queen and
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Miep Gies, who had helped to hide the Franks. Mrs. Gies' attendance, reported in Dutch newspa-
pers, was deeply symbolic, reinforcing the widespread and reassuring image of Dutch resistance to
Nazism.

On stage, Dutch conduct was represented by the noble characters known as "Miep" and
"Kra ler". One could hardly find more reassuring portraits: brave, decent, capable, and true to the
end. Such heroic icons of Dutch resistance could stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the Dokiverker
("dock worker"), a powerful figure in postwar Dutch memory. The statue of the dock worker, un-
veiled in Amsterdam in 1952, recalls a strike led by Amsterdam workers to protcst the round up and
deportation of 400 Dutch Jews in February 1941. Every Febmary 25th, a commemoration at the
statue honors Dutch resistance to Nazi antisemitism.

The Hacketts' play reinforced this image of Dutch uprightness. It recalled a painful time
when 75 percent of Dutch Jews were killed, but it did so in a manner that skipped over difficult
questions of Dutch collaboration with, or indifference to, Nazi persecution of Jews. In the play,
when the police come to arrest the Franks and their companions they scream in German. In reality,
however, only the leader of the arresting policemen was a German speaker. The others were Dutch
collaborators. The Hacketts presented a simplified and somewhat deceptive scenario, erasing most
any trace of Dutch collaboration.

The playwrights' approach was reassuring and reinforced the optimistic tone of the play.
Indeed, the image of noble Dutch resistance supported the claim that "people are really good at
heart." In this way, the Hacketts' tendency to present history in an optimistic and simplified fashion
presented Dutch audiences with relatively manageable images of their past.12

In Germany: Avoidance and Forgiveness

There was great resistance in German postwar society to honest discussion of the Nazi past.
Allied attempts to educate Germans about Nazi crimes were regarded with skepticism. Many Gcr-
mans viewed the Nuremberg Trials as "victors' justice" and resisted the lessons of those tribunals. As
far as the murder of European Jewry was concerned, a sort of cultural taboo prevailed. Public refer-
ences to the Holocaust, such as those of President Theodor Neuss, were rare. This was the situation
not only in political life but also in the arts. A play such as Albert Goes' The Burnt Offering (1954) was
truly exceptional and appealed only to a limited audience.

In this atmosphere, the Hacketts' play achieved something unprecedented. It broke through,
as never before, the German resistance to portrayals of Jewish suffering during the Nazi period.

On October 1, 1956, The Diary of Anne Frank opened simultaneously in eight German-speak-
ing cities: West Berlin, Dresden, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, Karlsruhe, Constance, Vienna and Zurich.
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Diary played in 95 theaters in the next thirteen months, with total performances exceeding 2,200.
The play's German producer wrote that these "performances have influenced a whole generation of
Germans. I think one can say, without exaggeration, that no play of our lifetime has had such a deep
and lasting efficacy"."

German audiences responded to the final curtain in a unique way: stunned silence. Numer-
ous journalists were struck by this unusual behavior. Audiences sometimes remained in their seats,
speechless, for some time. Eventually they would file out silently, as if leaving a funeral. Other
times, the audience would slowly begin to applaud, rising to their feet for a standing ovation of
exceptional duration.

There were other indicators of the play's impact. In March 1957, less than six months after
opening night, two thousand young Germans traveled from Hamburg to Bergen-Belsen to pay
tribute to Anne Frank's memory. Israeli youth were invited to the ceremony. The ritual was repeated
in subsequent years.

Sales of the Diary also testify to the effect of the play. Even before the-stage play, Anne
Frank's Diary had been very well known in the Netherlands and the United States. In Germany,
however, the Diary had been largely ignored in the early 1950s. With the success of the play, sales
of the diary grew immensely.

In short, the Hacketts' play, combined with their later screenplay (1958), had a tremendous
impact in Germany. How was this achieved, since postwar German society avoided confronting the
Holocaust? A play or film that treated the Holocaust could only reach a large German public that
was somehow adaptable to the prevailing cultural mood. The Hacketts' play was uniquely suited to
the task. Even as the play forced Germans to think about the Holocaust, it did.so in a way that
lessened German discomfort over the subject.

To begin with, portraying German criminality was held to an absolute minimum. Even at
the moment in the play when those in hiding are arrested, no Nazis or Germans appear on stage."
Nor did the play highlight Anne Frank's own eloquent remarks about German antisemitism and
Nazi brutality. The play's director in Munich sought to remedy this by emphasizing that the story's
unseen aggressors were Germans. His method was to play recordings of German beer hall songs at
certain moments, perhaps to indicate that singing Germans prowled the streets of wartime
Amsterdam. The Hacketts' agent put a quick stop to this "enhancement".

The play also avoided depictions of Jewish suffering. We do not actually see the Franks'
arrest. Their fate after they are arrested is not shown, and is only briefly described by Otto Frank's
character, who has returned to Amsterdam after the war. The ordeal of life and death in concentra-
non camps is, moreover, subtly minimized by the play's dubious climax. Anne's hopeful words are
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repeated as if nothing had changed between the moment Anne Frank actually expressed her hopes
and the posthumous moment in which they are reasserted.

These characteristics help explain why Germans were willing to see the play. Still, even
with such concessions to German sensitivity, viewing The Diary ofAnne Frank was not easy for Ger-
man audiences. As members of the society which, only a few years earlier, was responsible for Anne
Frank's death, many Germans felt that evidence of their guilt was being presented on stage. If
audience members did not arrive at the theater with this in mind, some theater companies pointed
it out. Theater programs included articles entitled, Arc We Guthy and How Did Anne Frank DO One
German described the state of mind: "No one accuses us. We accuse ourselves".

The psychological discomfort of this situation was relieved by Anne's famous words, which
could be deeply reassuring: Germans need not think the worst of themselves, for "people are really
good at heart." The contemplation of German genocidal crimes was avoided and platitudes were
offered instead. The Hacketts' formulation seemed to grant forgiveness for German crimes by af-
firming the inner goodness of all.

Anne Frank's words aheared to offer forgiveness for past sins and German audiences could
now breathe easier, since the most famous of Holocaust victims seemed to acknowledge their "inner
goodness". '5 If Germans "accused themselves", Anne Frank seemed to forgive them.16 In her famous
words, Germans could find such reassurances even greater than that bestowed on Dutch and American
audiences.

This helps explain the tremendous power Anne Frank's famous line held for Germans. The
Hacketts stress on these words reflected back onto the diary itself. New printings of this newly-
discovered best-seller were emblazoned on the cover with the words ". . . ich glaube an das Gute im
Menschen."7 ["1 believe in the goodness of people"].

Conclusion

The theatrical adaptation of Anne Frank's story, and the Hollywood film based upon it,
served greatly to spread her fame. This accomplishment depended on the unique way that the
needs of varied audiences were met. Although Americans, Dutch, and Germans viewed the story
from different points of view, all found confirmation of their preferred self-image. The Hacketts'
reworking of Anne Frank's optimistic words allowed different audiences to share a feeling of pro-
found reassurance. As we have seen, this comforting effect was achieved by presenting a naive and
un - historical picture of Anne Frank's thoughts and sufferings.

Did the popular success of the play require distortion of Anne Frank's original words? Would
audiences in the late fifties and early sixties have embraced a more honest and sobering play? In
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retrospect, we can see that the popularization of Anne Frank was part of a long-term development
toward a more serious contemplation of the Holocau.st. The Hacketts' play came at a rather early
momcnt in this evolution. The important books of Elie Wiesel and Primo Levi were still ignored.
Most people were unwilling to look, even briefly, into the abyss of the Holocaust. Only with the
passing years would this tendency, to obscure the full grivity of the "Final Solution", be replaced by
more complex and more honest images of the Holocaust.

The recent acclaim for the film Schindler's List recalls the triumph of the stage play based on
Anne Frank's diary. Compared with the Hacketts' play, Steven Spielberg's film brings the Holocaust
into clear focus. The murder of European Jews emerges as a distinct feature of Nazi policy. Bystand-
ers and murderers are portrayed. Brutal, irrational violence is shown. The blood of innocent victims
is spilled. Schindler's. List, in these and other respects, indicates how far our ability to confront the
Holocaust has come since the 1950s. At the same time, however, the film reminds us that we still
seek optimistic messages even in the darkest places. By focusing on Jews who survived the Holo-
caust and on the German who saved them, Schindler's List finds more than a glimmer of hope in a sea
of death and desolation. Despite everything, we still want to believe that "people are really-good at
heart".
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The Hacketts consulted Dutch historian Louis de Jong.
Over time, Jews were accorded a growing place in Dutch historical memory. Annc Frank

was among the first of the Jewish victims to receive a place in this "master-narrative" of the
war period. This process, boosted by the Hacketts' play, also aided efforts to preserve the
hiding place at Prinsengracht 263 as a museum. Interview, Louis de Jong, October 15, 1994.
" Letter from Gottfried Bermann Fischer to Leah Salisbury, November 8, 1957.
'4 I refer here to non-Jewish Germans. The Franks and their companions were refugees from
Germany. This fact might have moved German audiences, but it received no emphasis on
stage.
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Genocide Studies, 2, I , p. 156.
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DUTCH JEWRY:

AN HISTORICAL

OVERVIEW

The resettlement of the Jews in the Netherlands (beginning in the late fifteenth century)
inaugurated a new chapter in modern European history. During the era of the Black Death
(1350s), Jews had been persecuted and driven out of Western Europe, including the Nether-

lands. Although Jews may have lived in parts of the Northern Dutch provinces at various times,
their residence became legal only in the early seventeenth century. With the arrival of a substantial
number of Marranos Uews who had converted to Christianity to save their lives, but who secretly
practiced Jewish rituals) from Portugal, who openly returned to Judaism, Holland played a leading
role in the resettlement of Jews in Western Europe. The readmission of Jews coincided with Holland's
independenc !.. from Spain and its transition into a modern seagoing commercial power. Jews were
active in the expanding Dutch economy and trade in the East and West Indies. In the mid-seven-
teenth century, Jews from Holland were readmitted to England and formed the first Jewish commu-
nity in North America.

Dutch Jewry consisted of three main groups, according to country of origin: Sephardim
(from Spain), whose community was established in Amsterdam from the 1550s, German Jewish
refugees from the Thirty Years War (1618-1648); and Polish Jews escaping from the pogroms of
1648 and the instability that followed in Eastern Europe. In 1673, the Polish and German Jews
united into one Ashkenazic community. As the Jewish community was granted an extensive mea-
sure of self-government, a long-lasting pattern emerged, namely, of a strong Jewish community
ruled by a circle of wealthy and paternalistic lay trustees.

The lives of the Jews in the Netherlands were generally differentiated by their origins. In
the seventeenth century, the Sephardim formed the elite of the community. When the Dutch
ecouomy underwent a period of prolonged decline during the eighteenth century, the Jews suffered
both socially and economically. Many professions were closed to them, and they were pushed out
of the developing silk and sugar refining industries which they had pioneered. Fear of Jewish com-
petition even led to their exclusion from certain towns.
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Gradually, Jews were relegated to the sidelines of Dutch economic life. The eighteenth
century saw the first Jewish beggars throughout Holland. By 1795 more than two thirds of the Jews
received assistance from the community. Jewish charitable institutions could not help all those in
need. Unlike their Eastern European brethren, Dutch Jews did not undergo the cultural and intel-
lectual ferment of Hasidism (A mystical movement which sought direct communication with God
through joyous worship). The Enlightenment (Haskalah), however, found sympathyamong some
of the more learned members of the community.

With the French Revolutionary Wars (from 1789) and the occupation of Holland, the French
ideals of enlightenment and modernity led to new laws. In return for equal citizenship, Jews had to
relinquish much of their ethnic and religious autonomy. In the Netherlands, there was considerable
Jewish opposition to this legislation. Its introduction, on September 2, 1796, was strongly opposed
by the non-Jewish population as well, and was enacted only because of the French ambassador's
direct intervention. According to Dr. Jozeph Michman, despite such legislation, discrimination
against Jews continued on financial, economic, political, and ideological grounds.

Throughout the nineteenth century, Jews not only lived in Amsterdam; but also in the'coun-
tryside, where they practiced traditional Jewish occupations such as peddling. They were also ac-
tive in the livestock trade. In Amsterdam, large numbcrs of the poor formed a marginally employed
labor class. In September, 1903, Arthur Ruppin, a sociologist and leading Zionist, t)bserved that
Jewish values were losing their attraction for the Amsterdam masses:

Hundreds and hundreds of children crowd the narrow ways; and some of the streets,
like the Rapenburgerstraat and the Valkenburgerstraat, are literally black with chil-
dren on nice afternoons. There is no evidence of the declining Jewish birth rate
which has been noticeable in other Western countries . . . There is a decline in the
devotion to Judaism and in the observance of Jewish ritual laws . . . Marriages be-
tween Jews and Christians, while once completely unknown, though still not com-
mon today, are also no longer rare.

Certain processes were taking place which would affect the development of modern Dutch
Jewry. The solid mainline Jewish community under the leadership of Rabbi Joseph Hirsch Duenner
(1833-1911), who served as Director of the Jewish Seminary since 1862, lost its relevance for large
numbers of the lower classes. Those who coulc! advanzeparticularly the diamond cutters who
comprised the aristocracy of the Jewish laborerswere attracted by Socialism and the tradeunion
movement. Zionism appealed mainly to the middle class. Reform (Liberal) Judaism did not come to
Holland until the 1930s with the influx of German Jewish refugees.

Despite progressive ideas and legislation, for all intents and purposes Jews were considered
ecn Joodsche natie," an alien religious-ethnic minority before whom many doors and opportunities
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remained tightly shut, even in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. When, in 1940,
under Nazi occupation, Jews were dismissed from government posts, they were already under-
represented in such positions, according to their numbers in the general population. Although Jews
were well represented in the academic worldin 1859, despite harsh opposition, the first Dutch
jew was given professorial rankthere were hardly any Jews ainong high governmental officialsor
in the departments of Foreign Affairs and Defense. Under the system of Protestant supremacy
which prevailed before the war, Jews did not belong to the dominant church, and minority oppor-
tunities were severely limited. Compared to other European countries (including Germany), the
Jews found little success in achieving high public office.
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CHRONOLOGY

OF THE FRANK FAmily

AND THE FAMILIES

IN THE SECRET ANNEX*

May 12, 1889: Otto Frank is born in Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

January 16, 1900: Edith Hollander is born in Aachen, Germany.

May 12, 1925: Otto Frank and Edith Hollander are married.

February 16, 1926: Margot Frank is born in Frankfurt am Main.

Autumn 1927: The Frank family moves to their new homc at number 307 Marbachweg.

June 12, 1929: Anne Frank is born in Frankfurt am Main.

March 1931: The Frank family moves to number 24 Ganghoferstrasse.

Summer 1933: Edith, Margot, and Anne Frank go to stay with Grandmother Hollander in Aachen.

Otto Frank looks for their home in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

September 15, 1933: Otto Frank establishes the company Opekta-Works.

October 1933: Alice Frank-Stern, Anne's grandmother, moves to Basel, Switzerland.

December 5, 1933: Edith and Margot Frank move to Amsterdam.

February 1934: Anne Frank moves to Amsterdam.

1934: Anne begins her Montessori schooling.

Summer 1937: The Van Pe ls family flees Osnabriick, Germany, for the Netherlands.

June 1, 1938: Otto Frank establishes his second company, Pectacon B. V.

December 8, 1938: Fritz Pfeffer flees Germany for the Netherlands.

March 1939: Grandmother Hollander moves from Aachen to live with the Frank family.

December 1, 1940: Otto Frank's company moves to numbcr 263 on the Prinsengracht Canal in

Amsterdam.

May 8, 1941: Opekta-Works changes its name to Trading Company Gies & Co.

Summer 1941: Anne and Margot attend the Jewish Lyceum in Amsterdam.

January 1942: Grandmother Hollander dies.

June 12, 1942: Anne Frank TZCeives the diary for her thirteen th birthday.
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July 5, 1942: Margot Frank receives a notice ordering her to report for deportation to the Westerbork
camp.

July 6, 1942: The Frank family goes into hiding in the Secret Annex at number 263 Prinsengracht.

July 13, 1942: The Van Pels family (Van Daan in the diary)join the Frank family in the Secret
Annex.

November 16, 1942: Fritz Pfeffer (Albert Dussel in the diary) moves into the Secret Annex.
August 4, 1944: The families hiding in the Secret Annex arc discovered.
August 8, 1944: The people from the Secret Annex are transported to the concentration camp at
Westerbork.

September 3, 1944: The prisoners are sent to the concentration camp at Auschwitz in Poland.
September 6, 1944: They arrive in Auschwitz. Hermann van Pets dies here a few weeks later.

October 1944: Anne and Margot are taken to the concentration camp at Bergen-Belsen.

December 20, 1944: Fritz Pfeffer dies in Neuengamme.

January 6, 1945: Edith Frank dies in Auschwitz.

January 27, 1945: Otto Frank is freed when Auschwitz is liberated by the Russian Army.

March 1945: Anne and Margot Frank die in Bergen-Belsen.

May 5, 1945: Peter van Pels dies in Mauthausen.

Spring 1945: Mrs. Van Pels dies in Theresienstadt.

June 3, 1945: Otto Frank returns to Amsterdam.

Summer 1947: The diary of Anne Frank is published in Dutch.

1952: Otto Frank moves to Basel, Switzerland.

November 1953: Otto Frank marries Elfriede Geiringer.

August 19,1980: Otto Frank dies in Birsfelden at the age of ninety-one.

THE HELPERS

Bep Voskuijl died on May 6, 1983, Victor Kugler moved to Toronto, Canada, in 1955; he
died there on December 16, 1981. Johannes Kleiman died on January 30, 1959. Jan Gies died on
January 26, 1993. Miep Gies is still living in Amsterdam.

*Special thanks to the Anne Frank Foundation for permission to reprint this chronology.
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CONTRIBUTORS

Editor

ALEX GROBMAN, Ph.D. Dr. Grobman, Director of the Martyrs Memorial and Museum of the
Holocaust, completed his M.A. and Ph.D. at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He has served
as Director of the St. Louis Center for Holocaust Studies, and of the Simon Wiesenthal Center.
During 1992-1993 he served as historical consultant to the Los Angeles Holocaust Monument. He
has also lectured at Yad Vashem and.at the Rothberg School for Overseas Students at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem.

The Viewer's Guide to Schindler's List, which he created and edited, has been distributed through-
out the United States, Canada, Australia, Eag land, Switzerland and Israel. He has been a keynote
speaker at Yom Hashoah commemorations throughout the United States and Canada.

His latest book Rekindling the Flame, American Jewish Chaplains and Survivors of the Holocaust I 944-

1948, published by Wayne State University Press, 1993, describes the problems the Jews in Europe
faced in tilt: post-war period before the establishment of the State of Israel. He established the first
serial publication in the United States focusing on the scholarly study of the Holocaust, entitled
the Simon Wiesenthal Annual (Rossel Books, 1964) and served as the Annual's first Editor-in-Chief. Along
with Rabbi Daniel Landes, Dr. Grobman edited Genocide: Critical Issues of the Holocaust (The Simon Wiesenthal

Center and Rossel Books, 1983). He has also developed the guide, "How to Respond to Deniers of the
Holocaust," a guide on 'The Righteous Among the Nations," a narrative "Holocaust Time Line" and
a guide on "People of African Descent in Nazi Occupied Europe."

Contributing Authors

JOEL S. FISHMAN, Ph.D. A consultant to the Martyrs Memorial and Museum of the Holo-
caust (Los Angeles), Dr. Fishman is the Executive Secretary of the Israel Association for American
Studies, Jerusalem. He received his M.A. and Ph.D in Modern European History from Colombia
University, New York; while on a Fulbright Scholarship at the University of UtrecI4, he studied
postwar problems of the Dutch Jewish community. From 1975-1978 he was a guest of the Nether-
lands State Institute for War Documentation while researching for a book on the postwar Dutch
Jewish community. A well-known photographer in Israel, he is the manager of Quality Photogra-
phy of Jerusalem. He has lived in Israel since 1972.
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ELMA VERHEYAuthor of three books and award-winning journalist (including the Alexis de
Tocqueville Prise for sociology) in Holland, Elma Verhey has taught at the School of Journalism in
Utrecht, and has spoken regularly at conferences on the Holocaust. Her book Om bet Joodse Kind
[Hidden Children: their war after the war], now being translated into English, was chosen by Historisch
Nicuwsblad, a magazine for historians, as the best historical publication of 1992. She has appeared
on radio and television as an "investigative historian" on the Holocaust and has developed docu-
mentanes on the subject. As a sociological journalist in Holland, she writes for Vrij Nederland, a
Dutch national weekly founded by the resistance in World War II.

DRS. D1ENKE HOND1USDienke Hondius is an historian specializing in the history of
antisemitism during and after the Holocaust. Since 1984 she works at thc Anne Frank House in
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